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You are here, finally!
We wish you a warm

If you’ve been meaning to find a little information on the region, but never
quite got around to it, we hope that the following will help. If you look at
the maps on this page, you will note that PV (as the locals call it) is on
the west coast of Mexico, smack in the middle of the Bay of Banderas one of the largest bays in this country - which includes southern part of
the state of Nayarit to the north and the northern part of Jalisco to the
south. Thanks to its privileged location -sheltered by the Sierra Madre
mountains- the Bay is well protected against the hurricanes spawned in
the Pacific. Hurricane Kenna did come close on October 25, 2002, but
actually touched down in San Blas, Nayarit, some 200 kms north of PV.
The town sits on the same parallel as the Hawaiian Islands, thus the
similarities in the climate of the two destinations.

Welcome

AREA: 1,300 sq. kilometers
POPULATION: 350,000 inhabitants
CLIMATE: Tropical, humid, with an average of 300 sunny
days per year. The temperature averages 28°C (82°F) and the
rainy season extends from late June to early October.
FAUNA: Nearby Sierra Vallejo hosts a great variety
of animal species such as iguana, guacamaya, deer,
raccoon, etc.
SANCTUARIES: Bahía de Banderas encloses two Marine
National Parks - Los Arcos and the Marieta Islands - where
diving is allowed under certain circumstances but fishing of
any kind is prohibited. Every year, the Bay receives the visit of
the humpback whales, dolphins and manta rays in the winter.
During the summer, sea turtles, a protected species, arrive to
its shores to lay their eggs.
ECONOMY: Local economy is based mainly on tourism,
construction and to a lesser degree, on agriculture,
mainly tropical fruit such as mango, papaya, watermelon,
pineapple, guanabana, cantaloupe and bananas.
CURRENCY: The Mexican Peso is the legal currency in
Mexico although Canadian and American dollars are widely
accepted.
BUSES: A system of urban buses with different routes.
Current fare is $10.00 Pesos per ticket and passengers
must purchase a new ticket every time they board another
bus. There are no “transfers”.
TAXIS: There are set rates within defined zones of the
town. Do not enter a taxi without agreeing on the price with
the driver FIRST. If you are staying in a hotel, you may want
to check the rates usually posted in the lobby. Also, if you
know which restaurant you want to go, do not let the driver
change your mind. Many restaurateurs pay commissions
to taxi drivers and you may end up paying more than you
should, in a second-rate establishment! There are 2 kinds
of taxi cabs: those at the airport and the maritime port

that can only be boarded there. They have pre-fixed rates
per passenger. City cabs are yellow or white, and charge by
the ride, not by passenger. When you ask to go downtown,
remember that your fare covers the ENTIRE central area, so
make sure you are brought to the main plaza! Pick up a free
map, and insist on your full value from the driver! Note the
number of your taxi in case of any problem, or if you forget
something in the cab. Then your hotel or travel rep can help
you check it out or lodge a complaint.
Uber has also been available in PV for the past year or so.
Download their app in your smartphone.
TIME ZONE: The entire State of Jalisco is on Central Time,
as is the area of the State of Nayarit from Lo de Marcos in the
north to the Ameca River, i.e.: Nuevo Vallarta, Bucerías, La Cruz
de Huanacaxtle, Sayulita, San Pancho, Punta Mita, etc. North
of Lo De Marcos, Guayabitos, La Peñita, San Blas, etc. are on
Mountain Time, i.e.: one hour behind PV time.
TELEPHONE CALLS: Always check on the cost of long
distance calls from your hotel room. Some establishments
charge as much as U.S. $7.00 per minute!
CELL PHONES: Most cellular phones from the U.S. and
Canada may be programmed for local use, through Telcel and
IUSAcell, the local carriers. To dial cell to cell, use the prefix 322,
then the seven digit number of the person you’re calling. Omit
the prefix if dialling a land line.
LOCAL CUSTOMS: Tipping is usually 10%-15% of the bill
at restaurants and bars. Tip bellboys, taxis, waiters, maids,
etc. depending on the service. Some businesses and offices
close from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., reopening until 7 p.m. or later. In
restaurants, it is considered poor manners to present the
check before it is requested, so when you’re ready to leave,
ask «La cuenta, por favor» and your bill will be delivered to you.
MONEY EXCHANGE: Banks will give you a higher rate
of exchange than the exchange booths (caja de cambio),
though not all offer exchange services to foreigners. Better
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yet, if you have a “bank card”, withdraw funds from your
account back home. Try to avoid exchanging money at
your hotel. Traditionally, those offer the worst rates.
WHAT TO DO: Even if your all-inclusive hotel is everything
you ever dreamed of, you should experience at least a
little of all that Vallarta has to offer - it is truly a condensed
version of all that is Mexican and existed before «Planned
Tourist Resorts», such as Cancun, Los Cabos and Ixtapa,
were developed. Millions have been spent to ensure that
the original “small town” flavor is maintained downtown, in
the Old Town and on the South Side.
DRINKING WATER: The false belief that a Mexican vacation
must inevitably lead to an encounter with Moctezuma’s
revenge is just that: false. For the 26th year in a row, Puerto
Vallarta’s water has been awarded a certification of purity for
human consumption. It is one of only two cities in Mexico that
can boast of such accomplishment. True, the quality of the
water tested at the purification plant varies greatly from what
comes out of the tap at the other end. So do be careful. On
the other hand, most large hotels have their own purification
equipment and most restaurants use purified water. If you
want to be doubly sure, you can pick up purified bottled
water just about anywhere.
EXPORTING PETS: Canadian and American tourists often
fall in love with one of the many stray dogs and cats in Vallarta.
Many would like to bring it back with them, but believe that the
laws do not allow them to do so. Wrong. If you would like to
bring a cat or a dog back home, call the local animal shelter for
more info: 293-3690.
LOCAL SIGHTSEEING: A good beginning would be to take
one of the City Tours offered by the local tour agencies. Before
boarding, make sure you have a map and take note of the
places you want to return to. Then venture off the beaten path.
Explore a little. Go farther than the tour bus takes you. And
don’t worry - this is a safe place.

Cover Photo:

“Blanket Vendor on the Beach”

By Richard Stein

An Important Notice:
The PVMIRROR wants your views and
comments. Please send them by e-mail to:

avineberg@yahoo.com

PV Mirror es una publicación semanal. Certificados
de licitud de título y contenido en tramite.
Prohibida la reproducción total o parcial de su
contenido, imágenes y/o fotografías sin previa
autorización por escrito del editor.

NOTE:

To Advertisers & Contributors and those with public
interest announcements, the deadline for publication is:

2:00 pm on Monday of the
week prior to publication.

250 words max, full name,
street or e-mail address and/
or tel. number for verification
purposes only. If you do not
want your name published, we
will respect your wishes. Letters
& articles become the property
of the PVMIRROR and may be
edited and/or condensed for
publication. The articles in this
publication are provided for the
purpose of entertainment and
information only. The PV Mirror
City Paper does not accept
any responsibility or liability
for the content of the articles
on this site or reliance by any
person on the site’s contents.
Any reliance placed on such
information is therefore strictly
at such person’s own risk.

Dear Editor,
avineberg@yahoo.com

Dear Editor,
There is Cold wine at Cork and Bottle on Aquiles
Serdan! There is just one liquor store in all of
downtown that keeps wines in a refrigerated case.
At times we want to grab a cold wine to accompany
the dinner and we don’t have time to chill it.
My favorite white wine, chilled and ready, is
Tantehue Chardonnay from Chile at 199 Pesos.
Besides the deli and meats at Los Mercados you
will find an excellent section of spirits.
Marsha Ryle, Wine Explorer

Dear Editor,
After experiencing some fantastic softball played
by some of the top women students from USA
universities playing here in PV. I want to help other
sports fans find out about future sports events in
Puerto Vallarta.
On the 29th of April and running through the 5th
of May, the Puerto Vallarta Tennis Open will be
played at Parque Parota across the street of the Fiesta
Americana Hotel.
This tournament is sanctioned by the ATP and
has a purse of approximately $3,000,000. pesos.
Players from all over the world come to play this
tournament, including Janko Tipsaravic of Serbia
who was introduced by Michael Paras to this great
tournament.
If you want to see some great tennis, don’t miss
this tournament.

I wrote this poem about a Street Dog years ago and
sent it to Janice [Chatterton]. She loved it and so, in
memoriam to her, please print it.
PUERTO VALLARTA STREET DOG
I’m walking in the shadows and cowering from life
A life of fearing from every sound and motion around
Searching for food in any form continuing my strife
Terrified of everything, losing my mind
My body racked with pain, insects and disease,
paying the price
Huddling in corners, hiding so not to be found
Trucks and buses and speeding cars all day
and even at night
Others like me, snarling and howling,
no salvation around
Chewing on garbage and drinking from
any filthy puddle in the street
My injuries slowing me, limping now
with my wounds all festered
With weakening come salvation in the form of the end
I did all I could being born into this land
Where my status is less than nil
and I cannot understand
For I love and I feel and am loyal until dead.
Allen Coulter

Joel Hart

Dear Editor,
Last night I went to see the Los Bambinos show.
It was all I expected and more.
These four musicians had the people up dancing
and clapping. It was another entertainment venue
throughout the city.
I get all this information from the PV Mirror as
well as other informative and entertaining articles. I
look forward each week for your paper and when I
am back home in Canada, I can still read your paper.
Congratulations on a great paper.
This is my fourth winter in Puerto Vallarta because
there are so many things to take part in and keep
myself entertained. Kudos!
Keith Broughton
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Gloria Sue

a.k.a. Mama Vallarta

(See location number on Central Map)

To market, to market to buy a fat pig.
Home again, home again, Jiggity-jig!
To market, to market to buy a fat hog.
Home again, home again, jiggity-jog
Now, if you don’t need a fat pig or fat hog,
Then there is no need for a jiggity-jog.
Instead take a stroll on Francisco Madero,
find our farmer’s market
where ALL are welcome,
be they “dama” or “caballlero”!
No hot sun, no hot sun,
to make you sweat and fade.
It’s indoors, it’s indoors,
so there’s plenty of shade.
Happy vendors, happy vendors,
waiting to meet and greet.
From soup to nuts, from soup to nuts,
it’s all within a few hundred square feet!

23

To market, to market, but please
come before 1 p.m.
After that the vendors are home
again, home again ‘cause market
is done.
Three Hens and a Rooster (a
market) is at the Lions’ Club,
280 Francisco Madero, open on
Saturdays from 9 to 1.
Come walk around, listen to
live music and just relax have
some fun!!
Have a super week, stay strong
and stay positive!
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Featured Vendors of the Week:
Desiree Artisan Bakery - Desiree and Steve were bitten by the “Vallarta
bug” while vacationing here in April of 2018 and promptly returned in
June to live here permanently. Artisan Bakery was for sale at that time
and Desiree (whose father had owned the first Dunkin’ Donut franchise
in New Jersey) and Steve decided to buy it. They still continue to use
the same sourdough starter that the original owner, Lorena, had brought
from San Francisco many years ago for her sourdough breads. They
have an excellent variety of breads besides their original San Francisco
sourdough - like N.Y. rye, whole wheat, multi-grain and ciabatta - and
ALL of their breads (not pastries) are vegan (which also means that they
are parve also for those of you who don’t mix milk with meat!) They
also bake delicious pastries - croissants (chocolate and almond), strudels
and they even have bagels.
Talavera from Oaxaca is brought to Vallarta by Oscar and Belena
who have been living here for about 10 years with their two girls. They
import barro negro and talavera pottery from Oaxaca. Barro negro (the
clay) and the artisans who make the pottery by hand are unique to the
state of Oaxaca. The clay is brown before it’s fired but after, turns to
a brilliant black. Every piece of barro negro and talavera pottery is
one of a kind. Not only that, but also, all the talavera is lead free and
microwave safe! Stop by to say hello to Oscar and Belena and enjoy all
the beautiful artisan work that they have to offer.
Herbologist Ricardo Mazcal is our resident “medicine man”. Ricardo
has traditional medicine and supplements made from Ayurvedic, Chinese
and Mexican herbs. Ricardo learned much of trade from his great- and
grand-mothers, who were both medicine women. He then continued
to study and do research in an effort to make his natural medicines and
supplements even more effective. He offers treatments for all kind of
cancers, diabetes, impotency, Alzheimer’s, high blood pressure, cholesterol
and more. Several years ago, I fell on my knee and Ricardo quickly put one
of his special creams on it. It never hurt or even turned purple! His artisan
face creams are an excellent natural alternative to botox. Try a sample of
his “creepy skin” repair herbal cream, or his age-defying artisan cream, or
you can just pump him for information as he is a wealth of it!

The Rt. Rev. Ricardo Joel Gomez Osnaya
Bishop of the Diocese of the West
Iglesia Anglicana de Mexico

The Rev. Canon Robert Webster, Rector
Christ Church by the Sea

Bohemier, and they have spent
their winter months here for the
past five years. Bob sings with a
local choir - SYNG! - and paints in
his spare time. He is excited to be

part of this progressive and growing
congregation in Puerto Vallarta.
Christ Church by the Sea was
established by a group of local expat Christians to provide English

services to the community. Janet
Hoffman, one of the founding
members, is still an active member
today.
The congregation was
accepted and registered as a
Mission of the Anglican Church
of Mexico by Bishop Melchor
Saucedo in 1991 and has since
been granted Parish status in that
Diocese.
The Anglican Church of Mexico
is the oldest non-Roman Catholic
church in the country, tracing its
roots back to the Mexican War for
Independence in 1810. In 1860
the Church sought leadership
and guidance from the Episcopal
Church in the United States and
continued that affiliation until
1995. At that time the Anglican
Church of Mexico was recognized
as an autonomous Province of the
Worldwide Anglican Communion.

(See location number on Central Map)

It is with great joy that the
congregation of Christ Church by
the Sea announces the installation
of The Rev. Canon Robert Webster
as its new permanent Rector. The
Right Reverend Ricardo Joel
Gomez Osnaya, Bishop of the
Diocese of the West, Anglican
Church of Mexico, will officiate
at the ceremony Sunday, March
24, at 10 AM. Christ Church is
located in the Center Courtyard
Palapa at Plaza Genovesa, 2015 Av.
Francisco Medina Ascencio. All
are welcome.
Fr. Bob hails from Winnipeg,
Canada, and has served as a priest
of the Anglican Church for fortyseven years. Except for three
years in a core area ministry, he
has served parishes in Windsor,
Ontario; Shuswap Lake, BC; and
Winnipeg. He is married to Gerry
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John Warren

To answer that question, let me introduce
you to Nyle DiMarco who is an American
model, actor, and deaf activist who was
born deaf. In 2016, DiMarco won Season
22 of the ABC televised dance competition
Dancing with the Stars, with professional
dance partner Peta Murgatroyd. So I guess
they can!
DiMarco grew up in Frederick,
Maryland, where he attended the Maryland
School for the Deaf, and went on to
graduate from Gallaudet University in
2013, with a degree in mathematics. It is
a federally chartered private university for
the education of the deaf and hard of
hearing, located in Washington, D.C.
American Sign Language (ASL) is his
native language, but he uses English
fluently in writing. Nyle also gets by with
lip reading and nonverbal communication.
Nyle DiMarco was born into a large
multigenerational deaf family. He has over
25 deaf members in his family. This means
his two brothers, parents, grandparents, and
great grandparents are all deaf. He is the
fourth generation. He is also a fraternal
twin and believe it or not, his twin is a deaf
DJ. He knows that he is fortunate because
of the access he had growing up within his
deaf family that knew how to raise a deaf
child and how to instill identity and pride
to succeed in life. His deaf family is the
main reason why he has the Nyle DiMarco
Foundation and he strives to better 70
million deaf lives worldwide because
more than 75% of parents do not sign to
communicate with their deaf child.
That’s a good news story in the USA, but
there’s bad news in Puerto Vallarta. Here,
if you or your child is born deaf, there
is no support. No financial help to buy
hearing aids. No psychological help to
assist parents with deaf children. No help
in schools or hospitals. How do you let
the teacher know what you know or let the
doctor know what is wrong if they cannot
read Mexican Sign Language? And none
can use sign language in PV.
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But there are seven deaf members of
Rotaract Eco Club and ten other members,
and they plan to change what is happening
in Puerto Vallarta to deaf people - if they can
just get some help from us and our cheque
books. They already have a building that
is owned by an “association civil” (not-forprofit organization) in town, but they need
help to equip it and hire special teachers.
The Rotaract Eco Club (a younger
version of a Rotary Club) is planning to
raise money for this campaign by offering
a Sunset Cruise For A Cause for only $400.
pesos on Monday, April 1st (not a joke!)
You can enjoy a wonderful evening with
your friends and make some new ones.
The cruise, which starts at 5 p.m., will
include snacks, non-alcoholic drinks, cash
bar and live music. Tickets are available
from Antonio Rojas, president of Rotaract,
by phoning 322-125-5013.
Mark Twain said, “Kindness is the
language which the deaf can hear and the
blind can see.”
Please be kind enough to buy some
tickets for the Cruise For A Cause.

Gregg Sutton

Get out your party hats, put on your dancing shoes and mark
the date on your calendar: Friday, March 22nd, for the last
South Side Shuffle of the month.
The Shuffle, now in its ninth season, is put on every second
Friday by a large group of businesses centered on the 200 and
300 blocks of Basilio Badillo, in the heart of the Romantic
Zone. The party goes from six to ten pm, and is an event that
both locals and visitors look forward to with great anticipation.
The participating businesses (art galleries, shops, restaurants,
clubs and theaters) all serve complimentary beverages. Whether
you want to meet our local artists, or do some serious shopping,
or listen to some great music, or just walk around Vallarta’s
favorite neighborhood soaking up the festive atmosphere, the
Shuffle is a wonderful way to spend your Friday night.
The majority of the participating businesses are located on the
200 and 300 blocks of Basilio Badillo. But there are also some
great places to stop on nearby Constitution Street. In fact, the
organizers have made sure that this experience is a “compact”
one. All the participants are located in a short two block stretch,
so no matter how “happy” you get with all your complimentary
drinks, you can still visit every location with ease.
The Shuffle has so much to offer. One of the main attractions
is shopping. By chance, many of Vallarta’s finest shops and
galleries are located on the principle block of the party. Fine
art, jewelry and Mexican crafts of the very best quality can
be found in abundance, not to mention some great food and
fabulous entertainment.
All the businesses on this magical stretch of Basilio Badillo
and Constitución streets have something special to offer. For
the opportunity to ogle, mingle, tipple and even purchase
some really wonderful art, it is an event not to be missed. The
Southside Shuffle really is a must. You’ll have a ton of fun.

So don’t forget to put it on your calendar:
Friday, March 22nd from 6 to 10 p.m.

7

Within PV
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Within PV

WHO?
Anyone interested in touring three or four
fabulous homes on the cliffs, in the hills or in the
centre of Puerto Vallarta.
WHEN?
Tuesday and Wednesday morning.
Air conditioned, luxury buses leave at 10:30
but tickets are sold 24/7.

WHAT?
These homes are often multi-million-dollar
properties opened to the International Friendship
Club (IFC) by very generous owners who know that
all of the profits go to support our free cleft palate
program for kids and about twenty-five other charities
in PV. Many homes have interesting architecture, art
and furnishings. Some are available for rent.
WHERE?
Tours depart from the Sea Monkey Restaurant on
the Malecon Breakfast by the ocean is an excellent
way to start the day.
TICKETS?
Online, through PayPal at www.ifctoursforvallarta.
com or at the Sea Monkey prior to the tour, but tickets
go quickly so online is best. Only $700 pesos.
FITNESS?
Your knees, feet and heart need to be in shape to
walk on cobblestones and climb up and down stairs.
FUN?
TripAdvisor’s reviewers: 586 voted us Excellent,
25 Very Good and 4 not so good.
BAD NEWS?
Last tour is on Wednesday, April 10th. Yikes!
Better do it now!
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Joseph Brant

f
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He is a rare Vallartense pata salada, classicallytrained and directly engaging the tourist-facing
English language market here. And as he prepares
(with accompanist Mark Hartman) for a onenight-only show at Incanto, it underscores the
struggle facing shows with greater complexity,
lesser natural accessibility, than the standard high
season fare in Vallarta.
“I studied for seven years in Tepic and I lived
there for ten years,” he said. “I studied opera
and classical music. And now I come back to
Vallarta to try my singing.”
“I like singing opera,” he added. “I had a role
one time, it was Gianni Schicchi by Puccini. And
it’s very difficult because you have to sing very
hard all the time.

(See location number on Central Map)

(See location number on Central Map)

His voice, a rich, full tenor, boomed beyond the
restaurant and echoed clear across the cobblestone
street, and down the street, on 5 de Febrero last
Friday. Alejandro Peña’s performance that evening
was designed as background music, but until he
completed his final set around 10 p.m. — behind a
humble electric keyboard along the back wall of the
open-air exposed terrace restaurant — most patrons
sat facing him, rapt.
There was little by way of interaction with
the crowd beyond the interpretation of music,
itself a defining virtue of musician-as-mealtimeaccompaniment. A convenient circumstance in this
instance: Alejandro speaks very little English and,
on this evening at least, the gathered masses at No
Way José! were decidedly Anglo.

18

All the time! And the orchestra, they just never stop, all the time
they’re playing, playing. For one hour!”
It’s difficult for the performance art venues here to present
the unique quality of someone like Alejandro. Marketing and
promotion appear to be primary hurdles to the success of shows
across the board, with operators lauding the efforts of drag
queens who can scrounge up as many as ten or twenty last-minute
audience members by cruising the streets in full performance attire
15 minutes before a curtain call, with tourists and locals alike
bombarded by Facebook ads carnival barking that day’s show
as the unparalleled “biggest hit of the season” (since yesterday’s
unparalleled biggest hit).
With promotion left in the laps of the individual performers,
the secret to success appears to come from a convergence of
three things: personal relationships with shop-owners and other
locals who are relentlessly asked by visitors and friends for an
entertainment recommendation; long-standing personal brand
equity, which for the likes of an Amy Armstrong or Kim Kuzma
was birthed well over a decade ago; and, from the planning
phase, producing a show that sells itself, with a simple title and
graphics filled with symbols that promise a good time, if perhaps
a simplified artistic expression. None of these particularly lend
itself to a complexity in the art that asks: why not give this new
thing a try?
Julie Guerrero has taken a distinct interest in Alejandro’s
burgeoning career. A co-owner at No Way José! (along with the
eponymous José Alfredo), she escorted him recently to a Thursday
evening open mic performance at Incanto. The night has become
an open secret, a showcase for local talent to preview upcoming
shows and even audition for owner/booker Tracy Parks: performers
of shows unaffiliated with Incanto, including Gabe Arciniega and
Hanna Brady, have been known to stop in and sing a song or two.
That evening Alejandro stole the show, as well as the hearts of
two Chicagoans who abruptly changed their dinner plans for the
following evening in order to see him perform again, this time
on 5 de Febrero and the rooftop terrace across the street from the
Elizabeth Taylor theater.
“I’m working with new songs,” he said, regarding the Incanto
show, “because I am going to sing for the first time in English.
Yeah, and it is difficult! But I am going to try. I’m going to try.”
Spanish. Italian. German. English. The evening will be fully
comprehendible to only the most well-read among us but,
according to Guerrero, understanding the words isn’t the point.
“The beauty of it is felt in the music,” she said.
“My first song is going to be ‘Dime que sí’ by Mario Talavera,”
said Alejandro. “He’s a Mexican composer, and it’s a great song
for a Mexican musical concert. It’s a good song. I think the people
will like it.”
That song, in fact, is the one he chose to audition for admission
to his university program. He laughed at the difference between
that early attempt and what now is a professional performance.
“It’s going to be better!” he said, “because when I started my
career, I didn’t sing as well!”
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Joe Harrington

& MADNESS: The only thing
I can think of that makes sense
regarding
Donald
Trump’s
ongoing brouhaha with the now long
dead John McCain is that POTUS
thinks by diminishing a real war
hero he somehow elevates his own
image. I am referring to, of course,
the president’s tweet last Sunday
in which he wrote: “Spreading
the fake and totally discredited
Dossier” is unfortunately a very
dark stain against John McCain,
Ken Starr, former Independent
Counsel. He had far worse “stains”
than this, including thumbs down
on repeal and replace after years of
campaigning to repeal and replace!
Talk about no respect for the

departed. And also of course,
Meghan McCain - the dead
senator’s daughter - immediately
tweeted Trump, “No one will ever
love you the way they loved my
father... I wish I had been given more
Saturdays with him. Maybe spend
yours with your family instead of on
twitter obsessing over mine?”
Obviously, Trump didn’t listen
because he went on a tweet
rampage, attacking Democrats and
– in my mind – the most stunning
announcement was what reads like
a call to arms. Trump wrote: “I
have the support of the police, the
support of the military, the support
of Bikers for Trump, I have tough
people, but they don’t play it tough
until they go to a certain point, and
then it would be very bad, very
bad.”
How else is one supposed to take
that statement besides it being a
threat?
Except, having never
served in the military, Trump
doesn’t understand the majority of
soldiers’ mindset. Every one who
did serve, myself included, took
an oath to defend the Constitution.

No member of the military
ever took an oath to defend the
president’s power plays.
I think POTUS would be wellserved if a photo was placed on his
desk in the Oval Office showing
what many claim is the iconic shot
of the 20th century. That is of the
Chinese gentleman, in 1989, holding
his bag of groceries while standing
in Tiananmen Square facing a line
of tanks. The key to that shot is not
the bravery of one man’s willingness
to die for a cause – although that
is right up there at the top of the
courage meter – but the soldiers in
the tanks refusing to run over the
guy or fire a turret cannon and blow
the protestor away. Those were
Chinese soldiers living in a regime
that is totalitarian, autocratic with
a nod to forcing communism on
most of the 1.3 billion people who
live there. The leaders apparently
avoid the concepts of communism
completely – just examine their
lifestyles. My point? Those tank
commanders knew the possible
result of doing nothing – yet still
did nothing.
Does Trump actually believe he
can order the military to suppress
his opponents – à la Juan Peron
or Benito Mussolini or Adolph
Hitler?

Joe Harrington
Is an internationally published author and documentary
filmmaker. He can be reached with a comment or
criticism at JoeMovieMadness@Yahoo.com
Artwork by Bob Crabb.

(See location number on Central Map)

MOVIES: Ripper is another
excellent Netflix presentation. I
have received emails from people
requesting that I continue to review
Netflix because, as one fellow put it,
“Most of us snow birds get Netflix.
And it is a pain to take a bus way
out past the marina to see a movie
in a theater.” I agree – taking buses
out there can severally threaten the
spine of an older person.
Back to Ripper Street. The time:
1889. The place: White Chapel –
East end of London. The logline:
What happened after Jack the
Ripper went on his seven slayings
of women?
This is a very well done show
which uses various historical
incidents of the time to illustrate just
how lucky anyone is to be living
in an industrial nation now. The
police then used brutal tactics that
are not sugarcoated. I particularly
liked the renegade American and
former Pinkerton who assists the
local gendarmes. His role delivers
an early historical peek at the art of
forensic science involving autopsies.
Each episode (the series is now in
its fifth presentation) is a story unto
itself except it also has the ongoing
story of the lead characters. Much
like Sherlock Holmes stories. He
solves the case in each, but we
continue to learn more and more
about the first private detective and
his sidekick doctor.
Not for the weak of stomach
but certainly for anyone who likes
crime dramas.
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English rock band. The brother’s unique spin
adds a fresh take on your favorite Beatles
tunes.

This week’s line-up of incredible
Los Bambinos shows:

Saturday Night 8 p.m. | Latin Party
Saturday night sizzle with spicy Latin
hits that will liven up your evening. From
romantic melodies to Spanish rock to sexy
salsas, this show will remind you why you
love Mexico.

Monday and Tuesday Night 8 p.m. |
Help! The Beatles
Step back in time and relive the 1960’s as
you sing along to the best hits from this classic

Wednesday Night 8 p.m. |
Frankie Valli and the Four Seasons
This energizing and sentimental show
highlights each of the brother’s unique and
dynamic voices for a powerful performance
you won’t soon forget.
Thursday and Friday Night 8 p.m. |
Legends of Rock and Roll
Come party in Old Town and rock out with
Los Bambinos as they pay homage to legends
of rock and roll.

Celebrate your BIRTHDAY with Los
Bambinos and we will treat you to a 3-course
dinner for FREE! Valid only for parties of 4
or more!
Schedule your reservation TODAY to enjoy
dinner and live music with Los Bambinos
before they close for the season. See you at
Bambinos Trattoria!
Bambinos Trattoria is a great place to enjoy
fresh Italian Food, prepared by a team of
talented Chefs. Open Monday - Saturday with
a complete menu, Bambinos Trattoria is
located at 314 Aguacate, corner of Carranza
street in the Romantic Zone on the south side
of town. Bring your friends and family and
reserve your table early for the best seat in
the house. Seating for each show begins at
6 p.m. and shows start at 8 p.m. Visa and
Mastercard accepted. Information and tickets
at www.losbambinosmusic.com or call for a
reservation 222-4357. English spoken. Don’t
miss this must-see show!

(See location number on Central Map)

High season is quickly coming to an end
and there are just a few Los Bambinos shows
remaining! Head to Bambinos Trattoria this
week to enjoy one of the last Los Bambinos
shows of the season before it is too late.
Los Bambinos is a 4-brother ensemble that
covers a variety of classic hits in English
and Spanish that will have you singing along
and tapping your feet. Bambinos Trattoria
is situated in the charming neighborhood
of the Romantic Zone, serving delicious
Italian food from 4 to 10 p.m. Sit back and
enjoy a wonderful dinner as you listen to the
Los Bambinos sing heartfelt and inspiring
renditions of classic tunes. Don’t hesitate and
make your reservation today!
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Luisa Yim

Dear Amigos,
Would you believe at one time there were
850 Woolworth stores in the US? The first F W
Woolworth, opened in Utica, New York, in 1878,
was the original pioneer of the five and dime
store. Woolworth in Canada closed in 1994 and
in the US, as of 2009, all have closed.
However, not all is lost to the past. In this year
of 2019, two Woolworth stores exist in Puerto
Vallarta, updated clones of the original Woolworth,
now part of Grupo Comercial Control, a holding
company with operations in retailing.
Now that you have a little background,
please join me as I flash back many years as I
reminiscence a shopping experience at F W
Woolworth.
Preserved in my memory, those fun Saturday
afternoon bus rides to downtown St. Paul,
Minnesota, along with my best friend, Sandy; both
of us on the cusp of adolescence with new found
independence and a perpetual sweet tooth.
First stop was the candy counter at Woolworth’s
on 7th and Cedar Streets, its vivid magical
showcase filled with a variety of prolific
unwrapped candies and nuts. Displayed behind
shiny glass reflecting a bright light enhancing the
color and texture of the mouthwatering goodies,
an array of sugar-laden delights captured our
senses: bonbons, caramels, chocolates, lollipops,
malted milk balls, licorice, sweet and sour hard
candies, and an assortment of others which have
over time disappeared from memory.
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Making a decision wasn’t easy. Sandy
and I, leaning against the glass showcase,
carefully perused each tray of candy and nuts,
some circling on a revolving tray. Making
our selection, the Woolworth clerk behind the
counter, garbed in a white uniform, hair tied in
a bun, covered in a hairnet, tallied the cost on
a pre-lined small note pad using a # 2 pencil.
Cautiously, we counted out our spending
money, handed over payment of a few
pennies, nickels and dimes, then carried our
prized confectionery in a small candy bag,
nibbling as we walked through Woolworth
aisles, then the downtown stores gazing at
display windows and merchandise with no
money to buy.
Fast forward to the present, year 2019.
Puerto Vallarta’s two Woolworth stores feature
a close facsimile to the original Woolworth of
my childhood though with a much updated
inventory, ambiance and physical structure.
On a recent visit, I headed directly to the
candy department where my sweet tooth
symptoms ignited at the sight of the carnival
of eye candy at which I gazed and salivated.
Weakening, I resisted the candies behind
the glass but succumbed to allow myself
the purchase of one small pre-wrapped disc
of Marzapan Cacahuate de la Rosa, at five
pesos, a real bargain at today’s candy prices.
If you haven’t tasted this typical, popular
Mexican halvah-like confection that’s been
around for many years, I can’t guarantee
you won’t become addicted. [Just don’t eat
while online; the crumbliness makes it very
keyboard unfriendly!]
I love my long walks in PV, often stopping at Woolworth’s in
El Centro [downtown] on Juarez street or in the barrio of Pitillal,
both of which evoke memories of that wonderful iconic store once
known as a five and dime or just plain dime store. Needless to say,
today very few items, if any, priced under a dime...
On a recent visit to Woolworth’s, to my amazement, I spied a chalk
white dismembered manikin reclining contentedly upon pairs of
men’s jeans.
For those who relish nostalgia, Woolworth’s Mexico is a good
venue to explore for examples! Take a tour of the store and, of
course, visit the candy department. If you appreciate a bit of
quirkiness, keep an eye out for the store manikins!

Anna Reisman

Welcome to Spring!
Officially,
as
of
Wednesday afternoon,
March 20th, the day
of this year’s Spring
Equinox - a.k.a. Vernal
Equinox - Spring has
indeed sprung! Day
and night were of equal
length, but now the
days are getting longer,
and will continue to do
so until the Summer
Solstice in June.
The Spring and Autumn
Equinoxes, and the Summer
and Winter Solstices, have all
been celebrated for millennia by
numerous civilizations, but I still
think that Mexico’s are special.
If you’ve ever been to Chichen
Itza -in the Yucatan Peninsulaon either the Spring or Autumn
Equinox, you know whereof I
speak. If not, you can Google
‘Chichen Itza Spring Equinox’ to
see videos of the Mayan snake
deity, Kulkulkhan climb up and
down El Castillo, the famous
world-renowned pyramid there.
Fascinating, especially if you
witness it with your own eyes! So
many of those ancient civilizations
were so advances in the sciences,
I’m thinking specifically of
astronomy and medicine. And
we’ve lost a lot of that information,
most unfortunately for us.
There
is
another
kind
phenomenon, one that occurs
annually in Puerto Vallarta, one
which no one among us foreigners
has been able to explain to my
satisfaction.
I’m referring to
public works.
Although the number of tourists

who visit us during the
months of May and June
is traditionally lower than
during any other months
of the year, and although
there is no rain to speak of
during that time - thus an
ideal time to do road repair,
the powers that be do not
appear to take those facts
into consideration.
They will tear up streets
and sidewalks during
the winter months when the
town is full to capacity, causing
businesses to go belly up and
much inconvenience to our
visitors. And then, in the two
weeks that precede the holidays
in December and the two weeks
of Semana Santa (Easter), they
go all out! Beaches are cleaned,
and work shifts are even doubled
sometimes. Many have wondered
out loud about that… Why such
efforts to welcome Mexican
tourists? Aren’t foreigners worthy
of equal treatment?
What makes these decisions of
theirs even stranger is that the work
oftentimes start at the beginning of
a long weekend, like this past one,
and I don’t know if they’re paying
those workmen triple time for two
and a half days, or not.
I had my first pastrami sandwich
on rye at The Big Apple & Co. a
couple of days ago - finally! Well
worth the wait. Peter also has
homemade sauerkraut, pickles,
bagels (of course) that can be
served with smoked salmon, cream
cheese and capers, and chopped
liver – among other traditional
Jewish deli offerings. Corner of
V. Carranza and I.L. Vallarta.

They say that bad news come
in threes. Unfortunately, that is
not always so.
First, it was our favorite
photographer’s partner who
passed, way too early, way
too young. Then Polly Vicars,
then Mike Curry, Paul Sanders’
husband, followed by Janice
Chatterton, and now Paul
Sanders himself.

We received the following
notice last week, too late to
publish:
“Hello, my name is Liz Rudin.
I am Paul Sanders daughter. I’m
sorry to notify you that Paul
passed away March 6th, here in
New Mexico. I went to Mexico to
bring him to my home to care for
him so he could receive hospice
care here. I regret that we didn’t
get more time together before he
passed. It is comforting to know
that he and Mike are together now
without sickness or sadness. I’ve
attached a wonderful picture of the
two of them that was taken in the
summer of 2016. I’m sorry, Liz.”
I’m sorry too, but I agree with
Liz.
As I wrote last month, both
Mike and Paul were my friends,
but Paul was the one who worked
with me, every week. May they
both rest in peace, and may their
families be spared further sorrows.
And may you, dear reader, be
well. Stay safe, keep healthy.
Hasta la próxima vez!
sheis@ymail.com

ARE YOU READY?...

...for those fabulous, unique pizzas that only Encuentros can prepare?
Well, your wait is over! Encuentros is open once again!
Check out its beautiful new location at 124 Berlin, between
Hamburgo and Aldanaca Streets in Versalles. Tel.: 222-2598.
Only serving dinner for the time being, from 4 to 11 p.m.
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Gabriella Namian

(See location number on Central Map)

“Hey, you seem a bit sad today”, said my neighbour, “and
you’re not supposed to feel that way in Puerto Vallarta!
What’s wrong?”
“Nothing major, my friend,” I replied.
“Come on, I can see it written on your face! Give!”
“Well, there are condos going up almost everywhere in
Vallarta; that’s good because it means there is a demand for
them and more and more people are choosing this destination
as their vacationing home. You know, at a certain age, some
people no longer have the patience to be adventurous and
try different places. They want to know where they will be
returning and will no longer want to wait until they do get
accustomed to a new environment”, I said.
“So, what’s the negative in this?”
“Honestly, I see a lot of places in Vallarta being torn
down. Okay, some of them have been neglected for some
time but they could have been saved, beautified, restored.
I remember on Basilio Badillo, there was a most beautiful
mansion which was for sale for quite a long time.
Believe me, if I had the money, I would have turned
it into a boutique hotel or a museum. Instead, they tore
it down and a condo building went up. I would not let
anyone touch the Zona Romantica; it has its history, and
when a building is torn down, you somehow bury history
and depending on the location of the new building, think
of the architectural anachronism that hits you right in the
eyes. Ugh! There ought to be a law against developers
who will stop at nothing!”
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The Electoral College has long been controversial —
especially when candidates win the majority of votes yet
go on to lose when the Electoral College tally comes in.
Providing an opportunity to become informed, local
expert on the Electoral College and new member to the
Costa Banderas Board of Directors, Dr. Samuel Thorn
Crockett, will present a lecture and slide show on the
historical, social, and political context in which it was
created. He will show us how the Electoral College was
established in the Constitution and how it has evolved
into the current system. Finally, he will present flaws
and challenges of the current system that have led many
people to call for its abolition. After the presentation,
there will be an opportunity for discussion.
Dr. Crockett has a long career in education specializing in
the Social Sciences and Political Science. He has over 50
years of active involvement in Virginia Democratic politics,
which included four different tenures on the State Central
Committee, a term on the State Executive Board, and Chair
of 10 Congressional Districts’ Democratic committees.

“Yeah, I guess so, but there are so many nice developments
in Vallarta! And the state-of-the-art shopping malls around
them, and...” “I know,” I interrupted. “They are all nice
and luxurious but too expensive for the locals! Who thinks
about them? Why don’t they build something for them to
live in comfortably and raise their families?”
“True, but the demand for new condo buildings has
accelerated and developers are trying to meet prospective
buyers’ needs!”
“Well,”, I added, “so many buildings are going up
at the same time that we have in a way disturbed some
habitats and you might find some disoriented crocodiles
around some new developments, as though they’ve been
expropriated! Look, it’s not that I don’t like it, but I
wouldn’t want Vallarta to turn into Miami.”
“How so?”
“Well, for one thing, this situation creates an even greater
societal gap and distance between non-Mexicans and the
locals... We chose Vallarta not only for the weather and the
way of life, but also to get closer to the locals’ souls. Maybe
it sounds a bit foolish, but that’s the way I feel,” I said.
“I see your point.”
“Other than that, I’m sadly thinking that in about a month
we have to return to Montreal and as usual, the preparations
can be time-consuming”. “Well, have you ever thought of
moving here permanently?”
“You know,” I said, “I’m beginning to think it might be
a good solution rather than go back and forth every six
months. As a matter of fact, we have been talking about
it for quite some time and after checking the pros and
the cons, we might be closer to a final decision than you
think… and the children will probably come see us more
often if we are away than when we are back home…”.
Indeed. Isn’t that always the case?

He served as an Elector for John Kerry in 2004. While
living in Ecuador, he helped found their Democrats
Abroad National Chapter and served as Vice-Chair. He
now lives on the north shore of the Bay of Banderas.
This event will be held from 3 to 5 p.m. on Wednesday,
March 27th, at Incanto, located just south of the bridge
over the Rio Cuale at 109 Insurgentes. Incanto features air
conditioning, comfortable seating, drink service during
the forum, and dining from 4 pm on its riverside terrace.
All tickets are 100 pesos. Order online at IncantoVallarta.
com, pick up at the box office from 10 a.m. to 11 p.m.
daily, or reserve at 293-9756. We suggest securing your
spot as soon as possible to avoid disappointment.
With country committees and local chapters in over
80 countries around the world, Democrats Abroad
is the official Democratic Party organization for the
millions of Americans living outside the United States.
For more information about the Costa Banderas
Chapter of Democrats Abroad, send an email to
cb.democratsabroad@gmail.com.

It’s that time of year again
- Our very own octet, Vallarta
Vocalistas Ensemble, returns for 6
performances at Incanto: March
28th and March 29th at 7, March 31st
at 4, April 4th and 5th at 7, and April
7th at 4 p.m.
These performances are the
culmination of another full year of
hard work to excite, entertain and
stimulate our local audiences. The
diverse repertoire Puerto Vallarta has
come to expect will be on full display:
Spirituals, Pop, a medley from
Fiddler on the Roof, Madrigals, Latin
favorites, Beatles classics, and several
gorgeous, unclassifiable gems.
The ensemble, founded in 2016
was the smash hit of the 2017 and
the 2018 season, playing to sold-out
audiences. Members of the original
group, Kathy Overly, Sharon
Baughman-White,
Suzanne
Kirkpatrick, Jean-Guy Comeau,
Carl Timothy and David White,
are joined by Gene Bérubé who
came to the group last year, and this
year, the acclaimed performer at
Act II, soprano Marsha Ward Ross.
The incredibly talented Jean Guy
accompanies on piano as well as
performs as a singer.
The program will feature a vocal
solo by guest artist, Patsy Meyer.
As a songwriter, Meyer has been
nominated for an Emmy three

our socks off in a mesmerizing
performance, which truly dazzled.
I am still marveling at the
ensemble’s exquisite harmony,
their
cohesion
and
playful
camaraderie, the nuanced dynamics
of delivery, their lovely blend of
voices, the refreshing diversity
of their repertoire, and their easy
professionalism ... the Vallarta
Vocalistas are inspirational in their
commitment to realizing a goal,
through discipline, practice, mutual
respect, singleness of purpose and
collaboration, bolstered by a wealth
of talent, shared equally among
eight accomplished individuals,
whose contribution to the Vallarta

times in the Best Original Song
category, and more than 80 of her
songs have been used in film and
TV. Her voice has been featured
on commercials for Fortune 500
companies. Meyer and husband,
composer/producer John Henry
Kreitler, divide their time between
their homes in northern Kentucky
and Puerto Vallarta, Mexico. She
will also accompany the group on
percussion for several pieces.
Comments from
past audiences are:
“I’d be remiss if I didn’t pass
along news of an incredible vocal
ensemble which recently made its
debut. The Vallarta Vocalistas blew

entertainment scene is much
appreciated. Major kudos to the
ensemble members.”
“We were lucky enough to catch a
rehearsal recently. It was one of the
highlights of our season in Vallarta.
The interplay between the singers
was like a jazz improvisation. They
are really first class.”
“I usually make a point not to use
the OMG expression, but OH, MY,
GOD! You have a very good show.
AND you are unique in this town.
This is difficult stuff and you are all
quite amazing artists.”
“I snuck into the dress rehearsal of
Vallarta Vocalistas Ensemble this
morning and the world has to know
that something remarkable is about
to happen in PV. This new vocal
ensemble is eight professional local
singers who have put together what
we haven’t seen in decades here - a
vocal ensemble of truly professional
quality, a truly listenable concert ...
So professional, it made me think
I’d died and gone to Manhattan.”

(See location number on Central Map)

To purchase tickets, please go to the Incanto box office, or buy online at www.IncantoVallarta.com Tel.: 223-9756.
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Roberto Vazquez of
Puerto Vallarta and
Magdiel Perez of San
Miguel de Allende
will attend a cocktail
inauguration of their
newest paintings at
Galeria Pacifico
during the 6 to 10
p.m. Wednesday Art
Walk in the Historic Zone
downtown on March 27.

Roberto Vazquez grew up in Guadalajara, but has spent the last 10
years in Vallarta, and now in his early fifties, has become an important
member of the PV art community. This has included exhibits
organized by Pacifico at the Four Seasons Hotel in Punta Mita and
the Club Regina in Marina Vallarta. Roberto originally aspired to be
a professional boxer, and was a standout amateur. He was named as
an alternate to Mexico’s Olympic boxing team, until a back injury
terminated that career.
Both artists often use the technique of painting with
oils on encaustic, which utilizes a hard wax. Both artists
focus on animals a great deal in their work, but with
different perspectives. While Vazquez portrays energy
fields and spirits of nature around the animals, Perez
examines the interaction of animals with other species,
including humans. Their styles fill a space somewhere
between magical realism and primitive folk art. The
exhibit will remain mounted through April 27, but both
artists have shown work at Pacifico for several years, and
the gallery always displays some of their paintings.

(See location number on Central Map)

(See location number on Central Map)

Magdiel Perez grew up in the small town
of Acapa, Hidalgo, but has lived in the city
of San Miguel de Allende, Guanajuato, for
over 20 years. Perez has done murals in
Mexico and Germany and has exhibited
paintings in multiple European venues.
He has had numerous gallery and museum
exhibitions throughout Mexico. Now in
his mid-fifties, he combines his career as
a master painter with the long time pursuit
of being a natural healer.
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This season has been so much fun, and it saddens us to see the end is near. Up to now, we have been fortunate
to add many new members to the family, and we thank all who have graced our stage. We are in motion to
introduce new and returning acts for the next season. We are sure you will agree, it will be amazing, as our goal
is to get better and better every season. And we know that we cannot do this without our audiences.
Alex Bourgeau

Kim Kuzma

After a successful run this season, Paige Turner ends her run
with a bang. March 23 at 9:30 PM is her final performance. This
children’s show for adults gives her the opportunity to release
her inner “Charro” and is known for her parody versions of past
and present pop songs. This show consists of very colourful
costumes, some audience interactivity, and very unique props.
Paige is at the Palm for a short time, so make sure you make it
out to her show.

If sold out houses are not enough, breaking records for the
Palm might just do it. Kevin Levesque a.k.a. Miss Conception
has once again created a show that has people lining up to
experience. The presentation starts off with a visit to the
land of “The Golden Girls” and continues through a series of
television sitcoms that we all know and love. Kevin knows how
to connect with his audience, and it is certainly appreciated.
The jokes are fast, the connection is personal, and the music is
familiar. For years, this “live singing” entertainer has produced
sold out shows and this one is no exception. The shows are
every Mondays at 7 and 9:30 PM and Thursdays at 9:30 PM,
and it is wise to book early to get good seats. Come see why
so many line up for the experience. This is a must-see show.
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Kim Kuzma’s “Dancing Queen”
returns to Tuesday nights after special
performances of “The Best of Acustico”.
Kim and her band perform hits from both
Abba and Cher, in what is called “one of
her best shows yet” by many fans. It’s
so much fun, you will probably want to
come a second time. Kim’s band is made
up of three amazing musicians: Eduardo
Leon on guitar, Nate Buccieri on piano,
and Alexis Mena Torres on drums, all of
which create a musical companionship
only few can ever achieve.
The band has come up with some
amazing re-arrangements of a few songs,
one of which is so cleverly disguised,
and you won’t notice it right away.
There are so many classic songs to
choose from, however, Kim has selected
a mix that is flawless and seamless. Kim
Kuzma performs every Tuesday nights
at 7 and 9:30 PM.

Nate Buccieri is a master of his
craft. It’s as if he was born with
a piano in his hands. Nate puts
on two different shows. First, he
takes you to the 80’s in “I Heart
80’s” where you never know
where you are going to end up.
With a touch of silliness, and his
ability to adapt any song or mashup, Nate performance is nothing
short of exceptional. In his second
show, “Artists Tribute Series”,
he journeys into the brilliance
and life of iconic pianists &
musicians. From Billy Joel, to
George Michael, the renditions
are so good, you would think they
were actually written for Nate.
His shows are on Tuesday, and
Fridays until the end of the season.
Piel Canela has also received
numerous accolades for their show
Rumba por Piel Canela. This band
of brothers love what they do, and
sharing their art with their audience
is what fuels their ambition. Often
special guests drop in and
for a brief moment, share the
stage for what I like to call
a bonus number. On April
5, Piel Canela introduces
a new special show, “Piel
Canela & Friends” featuring
the talent of Cheko and
members of his band. This
promises to be some of the
best collaboration this town
has ever heard and seen
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The Palm Cabaret and Bar is excited to have Bohemia Viva back on its stage. This year, the
harmonizing duo present, “Reflections” a beautiful collection of pop and traditional songs delivered
in a style unique to the couple. Created in 2010 and originating from Argentina, Bohemia Viva has
toured through Latin America, Italy, the USA and Mexico. As a music duo, Andrea Motura and
If you were here in November and
December, you would have had the
opportunity to experience the many talents of
Jimmy James. The show became an instant
hit, and audiences could not believe what
they were hearing. Jimmy returns to Puerto
Vallarta on a special “by popular demand”
run at the Palm Cabaret. The show is titled
“Fashionista & Legendary Voices” and
Jimmy promises some changes to the show
he previously featured early on in the season.
Jimmy warms up his audiences with “If you
could read my mind” prior to the true talent he
possesses. Up next: Billy Holiday, followed
by a series of other vocal impressions from
the legendary Judy Garland to Elvis Presley.
Come and see why Rich Little is quoted
saying “Hearing is Believing”.

Luis Lujan perform harmonizing blending vocals
with the infusion of guitar styles to create unique
musical versions of songs. Singing in Spanish,
English and Italian, Bohemia Viva is a popular
Latin Fusion performance of music from many
eras to original music composed and presented
by Bohemia Viva. Stories of travel, cultural
experiences and their Latin heritage weave a
connection to audiences with vocals and music.
Thank you, Oscar Rukawa, for joining us
this season in Puerto Vallarta. We hope to see
you again next season.

The Palm Cabaret and Bar is located at 508 Olas Altas in the heart of the Puerto Vallarta Romantic Zone. Tickets to all shows can be purchased at the venue’s box
office, which opens daily at 10 a.m., or online at ThePalmCabaret.com For more information, call 222-0200, or follow The Palm Cabaret and Bar PVR on Facebook.
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At The Boutique Community Theatre this week - Mar 22 - 28
The Boutique Community Theatre is upstairs at Nacho Daddy, 287 Basilio
Badillo. All tickets are available online (www.btpv.org) or at the box office, ONE
HOUR prior to every performance. For more details, please visit the events
section of our Facebook page: www.theboutiquepv.com Info: 322-728-6878

What’s On This Week
FRIDAY, MARCH 22
● 5 p.m. Dinner • 6 p.m. Show: Love Changes Everything - The
Music of Andrew Lloyd Webber Revue, directed by Ralph Hyman
Director Ralph Hyman has put together an ensemble of talented
Puerto Vallarta performers, including renowned soprano,
Vanessa Amaro, to celebrate the music of English composer and
impresario of musical theatre, Andrew Lloyd Webber.
SATURDAY, MARCH 23
● 5 p.m. Dinner • 6 p.m. Show: Love Changes Everything - The
Music of Andrew Lloyd Webber Revue, directed by Ralph Hyman
Director Ralph Hyman has put together an ensemble of talented
Puerto Vallarta performers, including renowned soprano,
Vanessa Amaro, to celebrate the music of English composer and
impresario of musical theatre, Andrew Lloyd Webber.
SUNDAY, MARCH 24
● 2 p.m. Show: Love Changes Everything - The Music of
Andrew Lloyd Webber Revue, directed by Ralph Hyman
Director Ralph Hyman has put together an ensemble of talented
Puerto Vallarta performers, including renowned soprano,
Vanessa Amaro, to celebrate the music of English composer and
impresario of musical theatre, Andrew Lloyd Webber.
MONDAY, MARCH 25
● 5 p.m. Dinner • 6 p.m. Show: I’m Playing Me! A
Modern ‘Broad-ville’ Cabaret, starring Kami Desilets
Meet triple-threat performer Kami Desilets while she performs
some of your favourite broadway characters; some characters
you forgot about, and some characters you’ll meet for the first
time.
TUESDAY, MARCH 26
● 5 p.m. Dinner • 6 p.m. Show: The Incomparable Lady Day Billie Holiday, The Musician & The Myth, starring Mikki Prost
Singer Mikki Prost pays tribute to the incomparable Eleanora
Fagan, better known as Billie Holiday, an American jazz singer
with a career spanning nearly thirty years.
THURSDAY, MARCH 28
● 5 p.m. Dinner • 6 p.m. Show: Stop the
World I Want To Get Off, starring Sol Rose
A humorous, thought provoking story about the fleeting nature
of worldly success – centered around Littlechap, played by
Sol Rose, whose growing disillusionment leads him to lying,
cheating and selfishness as his world spins out of control! Free
adaptation of the original musical.
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Mary and Max, an award-winning stop motion animation film,
to be screened Sunday, March 31.

Paco Ojeda

Due to an unexpected scheduling
change, we are able to present two
additional performances of Sol Rose’s
Sol 60s style variety show paying
homage to the musical legacy of
American singer, musician, dancer,
actor, vaudevillian and comedian
Sammy Davis, Jr. Using videos,
storytelling and 14 classic songs
from Davis’ repertoire, Sol covers
important aspects of his life, from
racism and related controversies to
his conversion to Judaism. Songs
included in the show include What
Kind of Fool Am I, I Gotta Be Me, Mr.
Bojangles and many more. March 29
& 30. Sol Rose’s other show, Stop
The World, I Want To Get Off has its
final performance on March 28.
As a special invitation for students
to discover the music of Andrew
Lloyd Webber, our Sunday, March
24th matinée performance of Love
Changes Everything, featuring some
of the composer’s most popular songs,
will be free of charge to students
presenting a valid school ID.
This coming week’s performance of
I’m Playing Me! A Modern ‘Broadville’ Cabaret, starring Kami Desilets,
will take place on Monday, March
25th at 9 p.m., instead of 6 p.m. Meet
Kami up close and personal while
she performs some of your favourite
Broadway characters; some characters
you forgot about, and some characters
you’ll meet for the first time. With the
help of costume additions, wardrobe
changes, and a voice that can blow
your eardrums or sing you to sleep,

each song will introduce you to a
completely different personality.
Dinner and a Movie takes a break this
weekend, returning Sunday, March 31
with a screening of Mary and Max, an
award-winning 2009 Australian stop
motion animated comedy-drama film
written and directed by Adam Elliot
in which an 8 year-old Australian
girl develops a decades-long pen pal
relationship with a cantankerous New
Yorker in his 40s.
Dinner and a Movie continues
during the month of April with the
following screenings:
- Sunday, April 7: The Stepford
Wives (2004)
- Sunday, April 14: Victoria &
Abdul (2017)
- Tuesday, April 23: Koyaanisqatsi
(1982), with music by Philip Glass
- Tuesday, April 30: The Hours
(2002), with music by Philip Glass
The last two film screenings in April
are a complement to Paco Ojeda’s
Music Appreciation Presentation, The
Music of Philip Glass, to take place on
April 18 at 6 p.m.
The Boutique Community Theatre
welcomes members of the local
community who want to experience
every aspect of theatre production:
lighting, stage managing, directing,
acting, promotion and fundraising.
To learn more, visit the website www.
btpv.org, or the Facebook page www.
facebook.com/TheBoutiquePV,
where you will find information about
scheduled performances and events,
which include plays, lectures, film
screenings and more.
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As the “winter” season in Puerto Vallarta starts to wind down, Act II is still sizzling with top-notch shows! In fact,
many of their shows will continue through April and May! Act II is THE PLACE to go when you are in Puerto Vallarta!
It boasts a full slate of performers, with multiple shows every night to choose from - featuring fabulous stage plays and
Broadway musicals, as well as live cabaret and drag shows, Act II brings to you the best performers in the Banderas Bay!
Act II is the “#1 Entertainment Venue” ~
TripAdvisor
“Best Performing Arts Venue” ~
Vallarta Tribune!
Many of our shows sell out, so check
the schedule and get your tickets now
so that you don’t miss out!
Tickets are available today at act2pv.com,
and at our box office!

Be a star on the Act II stage!
General Auditions for
the the 2020 season
Saturday, March 23 - 1 p.m.
Do you like to act? Do you like
to sing? Do you like to dance?

If so, come to our general audition!
We are looking for actors, dancers and
singers, specifically for all parts in the
musical, Mamma Mia. But everyone will
be considered for other 2019/2020 shows
as well. Come to the audition, prepared to
learn a dance, and bring music tracks for two
songs on a USB for your audition!
       Act II has an exciting new season
planned, with some great new shows,
including:
Mamma Mia
Monty Python’s Spamalot
My First Time
The Great American Trailer Park Musical
I Love You, You’re Perfect, Now Change
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Little Shop of Horrors, PV’s #1 musical
Chicago, a NuName Production
Nunsense, Amen, a musical comedy
featuring 5 men as nuns
I’ve Got Rhythm, a Gershwin music revue

The most popular musical ever presented
in Puerto Vallarta, returns in May,
just in time for Pride Week!
Avenue Q opens May 6th!
When Act II conducted a poll recently
to find out what show its patrons would
most like to see again, the #1 answer was
AVENUE Q! Well, you asked for it, and
Act II listened! Act II is bringing back its
most popular musical EVER to the Main
Stage! The cast, including many of the
original cast members, is already hard at
work and is excited to be a part of this
blockbuster musical!
Ticket now online act2pv.com

Directed by Founding Partner, Danny Mininni
A Comedy by Larry Shue. Wednesdays - 7 p.m.

The Foreigner is the story of two guests,
Charlie Baker and Staff Sergeant Froggy
LeSueur, at a resort-style fishing lodge in
rural Georgia. Charlie is depressed because
his beloved wife may be dying. To help his
friend, Froggy tells Betty Meeks, who owns
the lodge, that Charlie is the native of an
exotic country who does not understand
a word of English. Betty, who has never
traveled, is delighted to cater to a stranger
who is “as foreign as the day is long.”
Before long, things start to go awry, as
Charlie finds himself privy to assorted secrets
and scandals freely discussed in front of him
by the other visitors. Charlie must “learn”
English quickly and think on his feet if he
wants to save the lodge and his new friends.
The Foreigner stars Alex McLauchlan as
the charming and adorable Charlie (the
Foreigner).

“I never thought I’d meet another
actor GOOD ENOUGH to play the
part of Charlie until I met Alex,”
says director, Danny Mininni. This
show also features Act II veteran
actress, Cherry DeLorenzo, the only
actress that has been in an Act II
production every season since its
inception. Also starring Maria Rose,
Shawn Morgan, Branden Hayes,
Al Carswell, and Andrew Sands.
‘The Foreigner’ is a fantasy of good
and evil resulting in side-splitting
laughter. This hysterical romp is
filled with slapstick and surprisingly,
romantic comedy! It has enough
warmth and truth in it that it is not
only funny, but also often moving.
This is solid entertainment and one of
the funniest shows you will ever see!
TripAdvisor êêêêê
“Best Play Ever! If you are looking
for a fabulous night out go see The
Foreigner and you can thank me
later! It was full of surprises. Lots of
fun!” ~ wheelerart
“... tons of laughs for a sold out
audience. Very entertaining and very
well cast with flawless performances
from all the actors!” ~ William
Larkin
“Total raves from attendees leaving
the theater from everyone I talked
with. Best Ever?”- Gary Beck
“GO SEE THE FOREIGNER! It
is brilliant! Timing by all concerned
was perfect and hard to do … Maria
Rose can not only sing but act…
[she] and Alex McLauchlan [were]
PERFECT. [the rest] played their
parts brilliantly as well.” ~ Sharon
Baughman-White

This Week’s Shows at Act II:
FRIDAY, MARCH 22
5:00 - “Walk Like a Man,” starring Canadian Idol Finalist and PV’s #1 Show Man,
Paul Fracassi... Frankie Valli reincarnated!
7:30 - Diana Villamonte - “I Will Always Love You,” a Whitney Houston Tribute
9:30 - Hedda Lettuce, starring in “Gringa in Paradise”
SATURDAY, MARCH 23
1:00 - Auditions for 2019/2020 season - 1 p.m. Bring a USB with 2 music tracks for your songs
5:00 - “Twist & Shout,” song, dance and schtick, celebrating music of the 50s and 60s
7:00 - Chicago, a NuName Production
7:30 - “Naked Drag Queens Singing,” starring “The Kinsey Sicks”
America’s favorite Dragapella® Beautyshop Quartet
9:30 - Mama Tits, starring in “Triple D”

“…rave reviews. Couldn’t agree
more. Another over the top production
by Danny Mininni, Alfonso López
and all the performers and staff at
Act II Entertainment. Well done!” ~
Cindy DuChateau Ramirez
“A tour de force. A comedic drama
at its best. ACT II showcases the
exceptional talent of Vallarta and
delivers a hilarious show with an
important message. Bravo to all!”
~Tom Bernes
“Act II Entertainment Stages has
Done It Again... Every Actor was the
Star.” ~ David Wilhoit
“It was the best! What a playwright,
what direction, and what talent.
A winner all round.” ~ Heather
Thomson
“Coming from a fellow thespian ...
Kudos to all!” ~ Candace Kepley
“The actors worked together
seamlessly in spite of the incredibly
lengthy lines they had to memorize.
My hat is off to every performer in the
cast. Brilliant!” ~ Dave Mohr
“What a great show! All-around
amazing work! Congrats to all!”
~Derek Carkner
“Great performance by a very
talented cast! Amazing to see all the
new talent this year!” ~ Bert Ramirez

SUNDAY, MARCH 24
5:00 - “Walk Like a Man,” starring Canadian Idol Finalist and PV’s #1 Show Man,
Paul Fracassi... Frankie Valli reincarnated!
7:00 - Nunsense, Amen!
7:30 - “Best of ABBA & Elton,” starring Us Two and their LIVE BAND
9:30 - “Dueling Drag Divas,“ starring Emmy Award-winner, Chi Chi Rones, and JoAnna
MONDAY, MARCH 25
5:00 - “Walk Like a Man,” starring Canadian Idol Finalist and PV’s #1 Show Man,
Paul Fracassi... Frankie Valli reincarnated!
7:00 - Little Shop of Horrors (Back by popular demand every Monday & Thursday!)
7:30 - Diana Villamonte, starring in “More Motown & Beyond”
9:30 - Mama Tits starring in “Triple D”
TUESDAY, MARCH 26
5:00 - Hedda Lettuce (and her live band), starring in “Hedda Sings the Blues”
7:00 - “I’ve Got Rhythm,” a musical revue of the music of the Gershwin Brothers
7:30 - Naked Drag Queens Singing, starring “The Kinsey Sicks,”
America’s favorite Dragapella® Beautyshop Quartet (Political Satire)
9:30 - Sutton Lee Seymour, starring in “Dragflix”
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 27
5:00 - “Walk Like a Man,” starring Canadian Idol Finalist and PV’s #1 Show Man,
Paul Fracassi... Frankie Valli reincarnated!
7:00 - (FINAL SHOW!) The Foreigner, directed by Act II Managing Partner, Danny Mininni
7:30 - Us Two – 4th Wednesday - “Us Two, Unplugged - Acoustic Show”
9:30 - “Dueling Drag Divas,” starring Emmy Award-winner, Chi Chi Rones, and JoAnna
THURSDAY, MARCH 28
5:00 - Sutton Lee Seymour, starring in “Dragflix”
7:00 - Little Shop of Horrors (Back by popular demand every Monday & Thursday!)
7:30 - Naked Drag Queens Singing, starring “The Kinsey Sicks,”
America’s favorite Dragapella® Beautyshop Quartet (Political Satire)
9:30 - Hedda Lettuce, starring in “Gringa in Paradise”
FRIDAY, MARCH 29
5:00 - (FINAL SHOW!) “Walk Like a Man,” starring Canadian Idol Finalist
and PV’s #1 Show Man, Paul Fracassi... Frankie Valli reincarnated!
7:30 - Diana Villamonte - “I Will Always Love You,” a Whitney Houston Tribute
9:30 - Hedda Lettuce, starring in “Gringa in Paradise”
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comfortable and offers an intimate
setting. They will serve drinks while
during the performance. I highly
recommend going.” ~ fossr50

(#1 Main Stage Musical in the past 6
seasons) A Cult Musical/Horror Comedy
Extended thru April 25th, by popular
demand… Mondays & Thursdays - 7 p.m.

One of Off-Broadway’s most
popular cult musicals, Little Shop of
Horrors is the hilarious tale of a downand-out Skid Row floral assistant, the
girl he loved, and a strange new, maneating plant threatening to tear their
world apart. This cult classic was one
of the longest-running Off-Broadway
shows and has become a household
name thanks to a highly successful
film version and a fantastic musical
score! For the past 30 years, people
just can’t get the catchy music out of
their heads!
Directed by Alfonso López, the
uber-talented director of “Rocky
Horror” last year, this beloved
horror/comedy/rock/musical
is
another first-class production at
Act II and brings back the sounds
and ambiance of the rock ‘n’ roll
era. It stars many of your favorite
Act II actors, plus some wonderful
new faces, including Maria Rose,
Joey Martinez, Alex McLauchlan,
Andrew Sands, Shawn Morgan,
Eli Estrada, Sasha del Oceano,
and Ximena Peña Esparza.   It
also features the return of Act II
Managing Partner, Danny Mininni,
to the stage, with his portrayal of
the crotchety and hilarious “Mr.
Mushnik.” With its delightful cast
and toe-tapping music, Little Shop of
Horrors is a must-see this season!
TripAdvisor êêêêê
“Very good entertainment! The
actors were very talented, the
singing was very good and they did
an excellent job with the stage and
sets… The theater is small and very
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“Fantastic, fun and magical. A
intimate venue with a very talented
cast. Highly entertaining. I highly
recommend going to see this.” - Scott R
“ACT II has done it again! Surpassed
themselves. WOW! what a Terrific
Show!” - afield2015 Milwaukee,
Wisconsin
“Best show ever in Puerto Vallarta.
A must see, amazing talent and set
design. Would love to see it again.”Michelle S
“I didn’t expect the level of
professionalism on display, from
the sets, acting, singing to the
choreography. ACT ll May be a small
venue but they definitely put on big
shows. Yes it may be a cliche but run
don’t walk and get tickets for this
musical... As a plus they have a great
patio to enjoy a drink prior to the
show.” - rickdj5364YT

A Celebration of the Music of
Gershwin - All the songs you never
knew you knew! (**Opened to standing
ovations and incredible reviews and
continues to sell out every week!)
Every Tuesday - 7 p.m.

(From the same team that
brought you “Some Enchanted
Evening,” the HIT musical revue
from last season. Starring 6 of the
best singers in Puerto Vallarta….)
Summertime, I Got Rhythm, Nice
Work If You Can Get It, S’Wonderful,
Embraceable You, Someone to Watch
Over Me, The Man I Love, Let’s Call the
Whole Thing Off, Strike Up the Band,
Blah, Blah, Blah, Fascinating Rhythm,
Delishious, Soon, Treat Me Rough, The
Man that Got Away, and many more!

George Gershwin (1898-1937) was
one of America’s most influential
music composers and pianists who
worked in both classical and popular
styles. Most of his songs were written
to words written by his brother,
Ira Gershwin. Some of his most
well-known works are Rhapsody
in Blue, An American in Paris and
Porgy and Bess, which is considered
to be one of the most important
American operas of the 20th century.
I Got Rhythm features beautiful
harmonies, duets, solos, and mini
vignettes of song and dance. Each
song sparkles with pure Americana
from the 20’s and 30’s. Come and
take a step back in time as you enjoy
this art-deco themed show starring
Act II partner, Alfonso López,
along with MaryJo Nelson, Sasha
del Océano, Marsha Ward Ross,
Alberto Ponce, and Andrew Sands.
TripAdvisor êêêêê
“I love Act II! On my recent trip
to Puerto Vallarta a friend told me
about the shows there. I went to
the Gershwin review called “I Got
Rhythm,” and it was fabulous! The
singing, the dancing, and the energy
was incredible. We were all singing
along to all the songs we knew. I
had so much fun that night that I
decided to go again. This time I
saw “Chicago.” What a marvelous
show!...”~ dancerjane
”...A show not to be missed!” Tom Bernes
“... the cast members … made me
a believer.” - Ed Gill

A NuName Production
Directed by Edoardo Rocha
Every Saturday - 7 p.m. (extended
thru April 27, by popular demand!)

The iconic American
musical, Chicago, features
music by John Kander, lyrics
by Fred Ebb, and a book by
Ebb and John Fosse. When
it debuted on Broadway
back in the 1970’s, Chicago
became a classic and
won 6 Tony Awards! The
Broadway revival in 1996
now holds the record as the
longest-running
musical
revival and the longestrunning American musical
in Broadway history! This
NuName Production is
absolutely amazing!
It
features 12 dancers, along
with stage favorites, Michael
Gibney, MaryJo Nelson,
Maria Rose, Edoardo
Rocha, Joan Houston,
and Marsha Ward Ross!
This spectacular musical is
as addictive as gossip rags,
and as unforgettable as any
trial of the century. It is the
one show you can always
count on to give you the
thrills and memories that
only come from seeing a
Broadway musical. It is an
unforgettable journey into
the crime and corruption of
the 1920’s.

“...I stood and clapped in
appreciation when the show was
over, as did most of the audience.”   Ed Gill
“...another successful opening...
well worth waiting for!”- Mary Zack
“...Go see the Gershwin show
at Act II. They have come up
with another winner!” - Sharon
Baughman White
“... This show has proven to be the
“sleeper hit” of the season! What a
fun one!” ~H. J. Ross

TripAdvisor êêêêê
“Chicago! was amazing.
An extremely high quality
performance. The actors were
brilliant and the costumes
were perfect. A must see!” ~
emsegue
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This year’s FUNNIEST MUSICAL...
BAR NUN! (Pun intended!)
Every Sunday - 7 p.m.

Nunsense, A-Men! is a take-off
on the 2nd longest-running OffBroadway smash hit, Nunsense,
only second to Little Shop of
Horrors! But here in Puerto Vallarta,
all of the characters are MALE
musical comedy performers! Act II’s
“sacrilegious” version of Nunsense,
A-Men!
features
uproarious
horseplay and side-splitting jokes
that are performed by Bert Ramirez,
Shawn Morgan, José Jasso, Roberto
Gomez, and Al Carswell. Check
out their video, #sheNUNigans, to
see them parasailing, racing down
the Malecon on Segways and
experimenting with tequila... All in
full habits! The Act II nuns are always
up to something new and irreverent!
Directed by Alfonso López and
choreographed by Steven Retchless,
Nunsense, A-Men! is the kind of
show that picks you up and shakes
you around and makes you want to
dance. What more could you want
from a musical than passion and

laughter and fun? This is a show not
to be missed at Act II Stages!
TripAdvisor êêêêê
“It just keeps getting better!
On this trip my husband and
I attended 3 shows...Nunsense,
Diana Villamonte and Little Shop of
Horrors. All were very different and
wonderful! I am happy to see that
they are expanding the number and
types of shows while continuing to
bring PV quality live entertainment.
The service is excellent and the
setting fun. Go early and listen to
the music in the bar. And yes, it is
for everyone...please don’t feel it is
only a gay venue...don’t miss it!” Connie, Long Beach
“I loved it!! My friends loved it.
Mother Superior was spot on funny
when she gets stoned and moved
the production along from scene to
scene. The whole cast was great,
harmonies were delightful, great
voices and endearing characters. I’d
see it again!” - Cherrydelo1776

(Vallarta’s #1 show)
Paul Fracassi is the reincarnation
of Frankie Valli! ONLY 4 SHOWS
March 22, 25, 27, 29 - 5 p.m.

PAUL FRACASSI, one of Act
II’s most popular and talented
artists, returns to Act II for his fifth
consecutive year, after a recordbreaking season last year!
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His show, “Walk Like a Man,” is
the #1 show in Puerto Vallarta! It
has sold more tickets than any other
show in Vallarta history!
Always the consummate performer,
Paul bounds onstage with tons of
energy and shimmies his away
around the whole stage.
He has a powerful, well-trained
voice that reaches soaring high notes
that send chills and thrills throughout
his audience. His incredible vocal
range has been compared to the great
crooners of the American songbook,
and especially the high vocal range
of Frankie Valli.
It is no wonder that this artist
chose to present the music of The
Four Seasons for this show, including
Dawn, Rag Doll and Can’t Take My
Eyes Off of You, and Walk Like a
Man. He also handles the Frankie
Valli songs as if Frankie Valli himself
was on stage singing them in his
early years on the Ed Sullivan show!
This “Jersey Kid” from Toronto,
Canada, managed to create a big fuss
up in Canada as a finalist in “Canadian
Idol.” Shortly thereafter, he created a
“big fuss” in Puerto Vallarta, too, as
we fell in love with this wonderful,
new singing sensation!
He has become an international star
and is much in demand in Mexico,
Canada, the U.S., and Europe.
Tickets sell out quickly.
Get yours today!
TripAdvisor êêêêê
“Paul Fracassi is back in town!
This Canadian Idol Finalist is back
in Puerto Vallarta, thrilling his
audiences. Paul’s tribute to Frankie

Valli and a number of the other
historical artists like the Bee Gees
and Roy Orbison is suitable for all
ages. His high energy show keeps the
audience engaged and entertained.
Another great show amongst the
many productions at Act II. This
venue is a must include for your PV
vacation.” ~ chegi2018

The Kinsey Sicks’ 25th Anniversary Show!
Political Satire by America’s Favorite
Dragapella® Beautyshop Quartet
ONLY 4 MORE SHOWS
March 23, 26, 28, 30 - 7:30 p.m.

The Kinsey Sicks, America’s
Favorite Dragapella® Beautyshop
Quartet, celebrate their 25th
anniversary at Act II with
this
hilarious
world-premiere
show! These are the final Puerto
Vallarta performances of Founding
Member and chief writer and
lyricist, Benjamin Schatz (Rachel),
before he retires!
This new show will mark the final
Puerto Vallarta run of Benjamin
Schatz, founding member of The
Kinsey Sicks, who originated the
role of Rachel. While Schatz will
continue his involvement with
the group by contributing new
material and occasional guest
performances, a new cast member
will join the group later in 2019.
“I still can’t believe I’ve been
performing with The Kinsey Sicks
for a quarter century when I myself
am only 21,” said Schatz.

“I’m sure the group will continue
to grow when I stop touring, as I’m
going to keep writing for them and
desperately need the royalties.”
The Kinsey Sicks, whose cast
also includes Spencer Brown as
Trampolina and Nathan Marken as
Winnie, have served up a feast of
music and comedy to audiences at
performing arts centers, music venues
and comedy festivals throughout
the U.S. and internationally. Their
phenomenal performance record
includes an Off-Broadway show,
an extended run in Las Vegas, two
feature films and three concert DVDs,
nine albums, and appearances in over
40 states, Canada, Mexico, Europe,
and Australia. The Kinsey Sicks’
award-winning a cappella singing,
sharp satire and over-the-top drag
have earned them a diverse and
devoted following around the world.
and they have garnered rave reviews
all across America, and even the UK,
just this past year.

The dynamic duo, Pedro Islas and
Faride Talamás perform many of the
songs that you love…. I Wanna Be
Loved By You, Can’t Take My Eyes
Off of You, Be My Baby, Lollipop, I
Only Want to Be With You, Twist and
Shout... and more! This show has a
unique format and is full of singing,
comedy, and DANCING to the
rhythms that changed the world!
TripAdvisor êêêêê
“Twist and Shout was amazing!
Visiting Puerto Vallarta I had the
great decision to come into a beautiful
cabaret with one of the most amazing
shows I ever have seen there, Twist
and Shout. The two singers are great
actors, they are full of energy, great
voices and amazing dancing. For sure
if you are visiting Vallarta you can’t
miss this amazing show, it’s like a time
travel to a funny and full of emotions
night! Totally a MUST! ~Bryan O

She has toured with her shows to
sold-out crowds in Chicago, Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Washington
DC, plus other beach “vacation
towns” like Ogunquit, Rehoboth, and
Saugatuck! In New York City, Sutton
Lee Seymour has become the premier
“Broadway Queen,” hosting and
starring in a number of weekly shows
and cabarets!
Keep up with her adventures and
travels on Facebook and Instagram by
following @suttonleeseymour.

Diana Villamonte - A Musical Tribute to
Whitney Houston featuring
PV’s #1 Star, Diana Villamonte
Diana Returns to Act II after winning FIRST
RUNNER UP in the Voice of Mexico!
(WARNING!! All of Diana Villamonte’s
shows sell out well in advance!
Get your tickets now!)
Every Friday - 7:30 p.m.
Hedda Lettuce - Winner, Funniest
Drag Show 2017 - 2018
Featuring Hedda Lettuce’s
smorgasboard of live comedy, songs,
and stand-up improvisations
Every Thursday & Friday - 9:30 p.m.
Every Tuesday - 5 p.m.

“Riveting … hilarious … [The
Kinsey Sicks] will push buttons you
didn’t know you had!” ~ Forbes
Magazine
“Outrageous … witty … a band of
such inventively diabolical brains.” ~
The Washington Post   
“Hilarious … wonderfully smart.”
~ The London Times

Music and Dance from the 50’s and 60’s
Every Saturday - 5 p.m. (Extended
through May by popular demand!)

Act II is pleased to announce a
brand new 50’s and 60’s show, “Twist
and Shout,” featuring musical hits
from the 50’s and 60’s!

To see this amazing talent in such a
warm and intimate setting will blow
you away! Both her Motown and
Beyond and her Tribute to Whitney
Houston shows are unbelievable! She
came in first runner up this year on
the Voice of Mexico. I have no doubt
she would have won if all of her US &
Canadian fans had Mexican phones
and were able to vote! She will be
packing in huge stadiums soon... so
don’t miss this show!!” ~ sgunze

Starring Puerto Vallarta and New York
City favorite, SUTTON LEE SEYMOUR!
Every Tuesday - 9:30 p.m.
Every Thursday - 5 p.m.

NYC (and PV’s) drag darling,
Sutton Lee Seymour, stars in
DRAGFLIX, a new comedy spoofing
your favorite TV shows, movies, and
musicals with parodies of GAME OF
THRONES, THE HANDMAID’S
TALE, HARRY POTTER, and more!
Sutton Lee Seymour, known as
“the Robin Williams of Drag,” is New
York City’s Live Singing Comedy
Queen of Stage and Screen, having
performed with Atlantis Events on
their gay cruise and resort vacations,
and making numerous appearances
on Bravo TV’s Watch What Happens
Live with Andy Cohen!

This year, Act II is thrilled to
announce that Diana, along with
director Alfonso López, has created
yet ANOTHER sensational hit show,
“I Will Always Love You,” a musical
tribute to Whitney Houston!
Diana, with her powerhouse
voice and infectious personality,
is the perfect singer to take on
the iconic Whitney (her lifelong
inspiration).
The highlight of
Diana’s show last year was when
she previewed some of her Whitney
Houston songs, often having most
audience members in tears. Diana
blew the audience away, and her
fans begged for a whole show of
Whitney’s songs!   
TripAdvisor êêêêê
“Run don’t walk to see both shows!
You can then say I saw her when!

Hedda Lettuce, the six-time Drag
Queen of the Year Award-winner
(HX magazine) and the legendary
“green goddess” of drag, is excited
to return to Puerto Vallarta for her
fourth “sold out” season! Her
show, this year, is a loving sendup to her favorite town…. Puerto
Vallarta!
Hedda will glamorize
another season as she dishes out
a tossed salad of improvisational
comedy, sultry songs, and dazzling
gowns. (And it’s entirely fat-free!)
She will gladly engage you in a night
of storytelling, bawdy and biting
wit, spontaneous comedy, and live
(not lip-synched) singing! Her show
includes her nationally-acclaimed
original comedic music that is
peppered with parodies of old time
favorites and startling satire. Hedda
Lettuce is one of New York City’s
premiere drag queens and keeps the
audience screaming with laughter for
the entire show!
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Diana Villamonte, Voice of Mexico Star
A Musical tribute to the great ladies of
Motown and Beyond, featuring Puerto
Vallarta’s #1 songstress, Diana Villamonte
(WARNING! #1 Box Office - 2 seasons
running! All of Diana’s shows sell out
well in advance. Get your tickets fast!)
Every Monday - 7:30 p.m.

Diana Villamonte in “More
Motown & Beyond” is the #1 show
in Puerto Vallarta! This tiny little
gal with the powerhouse voice and
infectious personality pays respect
to the great ladies (and a few of the
boys) of Motown (and beyond), with
a special tribute to Aretha Franklin,
as well as Diana Ross, Shirley
Bassey, Whitney Houston, Anita
Ward, Etta James, Nina Simone,
Aretha Franklin and Donna Summer.
Her passion and commitment to her
music, as well as her rich, belting
notes and electrifying top register
will bring tears to your eyes.

All new show!
Starring Puerto Vallarta’s beloved
6’7” POWERHOUSE, Mama Tits!
Every Monday & Saturday 9:30 p.m.

After her second record-breaking
year as one of the Top Headliners of the
illustrious Red Room Cabaret at Act II
Stages, Mama Tits is thrilled to return
for her fourth hit season! This year she
is back with her raw and witty take on
life, sex, relationships and living your
truth. Mama Tits weaves her soulful
live singing with her stories and comedy
into one big joyride of a show, with a
strong message of love, emotion and
positive reinforcement, (not unlike her
trusty underwire bra)! Jazz, blues, pop,
rock and Broadway round out this year’s
eclectic selection of songs. Check out
her many reviews on Trip Advisor!

UsTwo will perform songs that
you remember, such as Mama Mia,
Dancing Queen, Chiquitita, Sad
Song, Candle in the Wind, and Rocket
Man, and more. Their repertoire
changes with each performance,
but these amazing vocalists (and
their live band) will treat you to an
unforgettable evening of music and
an evening to remember!
ABBA and its flamboyant costumes
and catchy music, is considered to
be one of the top musical groups in
history, having sold over 500 million
albums! Elton John first became
famous for his oversize glasses and
outrageous outfits, but his enduring
popularity and incredible talent have
earned him five Grammy awards,
induction into the Rock ‘n Roll
Hall of Fame, and sales of over 300
million albums! Together, these two
acts epitomized the soft rock/pop
musical sounds that became hugely
popular in the 70’s, and is still loved
around the world today.

TripAdvisor êêêêê
“Fiercely
Talented
Singing
Sensation Diana Villamonte Dazzles
in Puerto Vallarta! Just when we
thought what dazzled us most about
Puerto Vallarta was its lush mountain
landscapes, sparkling blue waters and
rich art scene…” ~ Boris Betanoff
“Diana is totally ready for
Broadway and or the movies. Her
voice her look and her dancing just
completely paralyzes you. What I am
trying to say is that if you want to
see the greatest show on earth go see
Diana.” ~ lorieg2019

Comedy Drag Cabaret, starring JoAnna,
and Emmy-Award Winner, ChiChi Rones
Sundays & Wednesdays- 9:30 p.m.
A musical tribute to ABBA and Elton John,
featuring UsTwo and their LIVE BAND
Every Sunday - 7:30 p.m.
(WARNING! Every show SOLD OUT
10 weeks running! Get your ticket now!)

UsTwo presents a musical
tribute to the timeless music of two
unforgettable acts which began in the
1970’s, ABBA and Elton John!

The Dueling Drag Divas return
to the Red Room with an All-NEW,
2019 LIVE show!
JoAnna (aka Joe Perry) and Emmy
Award Winner, ChiChi Rones, sing
hysterical spoofs of Cher, Tina
Turner, Marilyn Monroe, Shirley
Bassey, Amy Winehouse, Janis
Joplin, Lady Gaga and more!

THIS WEEK – 4th Wednesday “Us Two, Unplugged - Acoustic Show”
Featuring Daniel, Noemi & their LIVE BAND!
Winner - 2017 Best Band Award!
Shows on Wednesday! Every Week A New Show! 7:30 p.m.

Never before has Act II
witnessed such loyalty from fans
who discovered Us Two at Act II
Entertainment!
With more TripAdvisor 5-star
reviews than any other PV
performers, fans have been known
to attend an UsTwo show every
week! With that in mind that, Act
II Producer, Danny Mininni, and
the members of Us Two, give fans
the chance to see a new show every
week! Us Two’s Wednesday night
show features a different show every
week, with a total of four different
shows per month!
Known for bringing the classics
that you love the most back to life,
Us Two will feature a Classics,
Volume I and Classics, Volume II,
because how can you fit all of that
great music into one show? Other
shows will include Country Week
and the intimate “Unplugged” show.
(See website and press releases for
weekly genre reminders.)
But no matter what the genre
is, Us Two always brings you
music from the 70’s, 80’s and 90’s
in the form of song and dance,
rock and roll, fun and games and
humor and chat, all bundled into
a 90-minute Vegas-style show!
Every week a different show, this
week… 4th Wednesday - “Us Two,
Unplugged - Acoustic Show”

For more information about our shows, or to order tickets, please go to our website at www.act2pv.com Tickets are also available at our box
office which is open daily from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. The Act II Entertainment Stages complex is located upstairs on the corner of Insurgentes and
Basilio Badillo in the Romantic Zone on the South side of Puerto Vallarta. For more information, call 222-1512, or follow Act II on Facebook.
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Jaqui Karr
Certified Sports Nutritionist,
Certified Vegan/Vegetarian Dietitian

seemed to be the worst. 15 minutes
into the massage I could feel all the
tightness in my back gone. You’d
think I was super relaxed, drifting to
sleep, right? Of course not. Because
that’s what our brains do! They go
into overdrive when they should just
be still. You wouldn’t believe what I
started thinking about...
...studies. You heard me, medical
studies. I’ll back up a quick second
in case you haven’t read my previous
articles and think I’m insane. I’m
a nutrition expert, and have read
thousands of studies over the years.
I like facts. I like science. So I read.
Read. Read some more. I have no
idea how much I have read. So there
it is, thousands of studies trapped
somewhere in my brain and one
of those studies popped up on the
massage table.
It was a study that followed babies
up to their middle-ages and found
that all other things being the same,
the ones that were held the most were
healthiest. If their mother took care
of them and was always hugging
and kissing them, those kids had
strong immune systems and didn’t
get sick much. If they were tossed
into daycare or babysitting and were
in the crib a lot and not touched
often, those kids had a lot of issues,
allergies, weak immune systems.
Pretty interesting, isn’t it?
So why did I think of that study?

Because who holds us as adults?
Who cares for us? Who gives us that
sensory healing that only touch can
give? No one ever thinks about how
important touch is to overall health.
I don’t know porqué, but we don’t
think of it, even though it’s important.
Then I thought about all the
other benefits of massage (yup,
more studies):
1) It detoxes you (that’s why you
see “lymphatic drainage” on the spa
menus)
2) It improves blood circulation (my
54-year-old friend with NO varicose
veins at all swears it’s because she
always has gotten massages once a
week)
3) Improves joint mobility (do
them regularly and say goodbye to
the ouch-here, ouch-there)
4) Takes away muscle tension
5) Improves sleep patterns
6) Improves digestive function
7) Eliminates headaches
8) Fibromyalgia sufferers often
report tremendous pain relief, as do
athletes
9) It de-stresses you
Just de-stressing alone is worth it
because stress causes so much chaos
in the body. People think they get
sick “overnight”. Nothing happens
overnight. Things accumulate and
then eventually catch up to you. So
it’s important to take care of yourself
every step along the way and not wait

Zoli
Hargitai,
owner /
founder of
The Holistic
Bio Spa

The Holistic Bio Spa
Is located in Plaza Marina, Local B-10. Open Monday
to Friday from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., Saturdays from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. Tel: 221-1607. www.holisticbiospa.com
Email: info@holistic-bio-spa.com

(See location number on Central Map)

Wow, what a week. It felt like a
full moon every day! Actually, it’s
been a rough 6 weeks. First I got
poisoned with a food allergy that
put me in physical pain (thank god
I met Zoli, King of Detox). Then
the stress of moving. Then business
stress. Personal stress. Life gets
rough sometimes and all that stress
adds up. Unless you have Buddha
powers and know how to handle
things without being bothered at all,
it hits you without you even realizing
it sometimes. The symptoms just
“mysteriously” appear later. I’m no
Buddha, I absorb that stuff, probably
like you do.
That stress embeds deep in
the cells of your body and then it
lurks, like a thief, waiting to steal
something from you later. No way.
It’s not getting me. I could feel all
the stress accumulate last week and I
knew exactly what to do.
I’ve been going to Bio-Med Spa
for weeks to detox and I definitely
wanted to take care of my more urgent
stuff first, but I’ve been longing to
get into the massage room. Now that
detox was over, I decided it’s time
for a reward (health tip: don’t wait
for crisis to take care of yourself, do
it regularly - you deserve it). So I
booked a massage.
A few days later I’m on the
massage bed. Laura has such a
great technique. She went right to
my neck and shoulders, where it

until you’re so stressed that you have
insomnia or sciatica or whatever.
The Mayo Clinic says massages
aren’t just a luxury, but a part of great
health. I’d rather de-stress now than
do damage control later.
Well, the thought of the study
came and went really quickly (or
maybe it’s that Laura is that good
and she made me stop thinking about
everything completely). But I’m glad
I remembered it, because it reminded
me how fantastic massages are, and
how important to have the healing
power of touch regularly.
Weekly massage is awesome,
monthly is an absolute must-have.
I’ll give you a suggestion to
maximize on your visit: tell them
you want the “Jaqui Detox-Theta
+ Massage”. You start with a foot
detox while you slow your brain
down with Theta Therapy. It’s so
calming, I swear you’ll forget your
own name. Then you get your body
massage. And boy, are you going to
sleep well that night! Dulces Sueños!

8
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(See location number on Central Map)

Quinoa, once this tiny grain was
only familiar to hard-core vegans,
now it has become so popular that
the United Nations made 2013

The Year of Quinoa.
Pronounced keen-wa, quinoa
has an ancient origin in the Andes
Mountains of South America,
where it was one of the three staple
foods of the Inca civilization,
along with corn and potatoes.
The Incas called it “the mother
grain,” and today the quinoa seed
is considered a super-food, valued
for its high protein content, fiber,
essential amino acids and overall
nutritional value.
Usually it is steamed like rice,
then can be stored to be used in a
variety of ways. You can eat it as
a side dish or a main dish for lunch
or dinner, have it for breakfast in
place of oatmeal, bake cookies
with it, or even use it in drinks. It’s
light, tasty, easy to digest and has
a light nutty taste.
For all these reasons, sales
of quinoa have exploded. This
increased demand means the basic
price of this seed has tripled since
2006, while the more unusual
black, red and “royal” gourmet
types are even more costly.
There is an unpalatable truth to
face for those of us with a bag of
quinoa in the larder. The appetite
of countries: such as the U.S, and
Canada for quinoa has pushed up
prices to an extent that the native
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Krystal Frost

peoples in Peru and Bolivia, who
have relied on it, can no longer
afford to eat it. Imported junk
food is cheaper. In Lima, quinoa
now costs more than chicken.
Outside the cities, and fueled by
overseas demand, the pressure
is on to turn land that produced
a diverse portfolio of crops into
monoculture crops of quinoa.
NOTE: Normally this crop
is grown on rather poor, arid
land. Now, this same land has
been stressed into what we call
collapse, which is over production
without proper soil nutrition. Of
course, the Andeans did not think
this up by themselves. They had a
just a little help from the interested
exporters/importers of the U.S.
and Canada with lots of big bucks
for distribution.
Now, a little closer to home...
CHIA... YES... one of Mexico’s
own super foods, you can find
it in COSTCO, in a pretty little
environmentally-unfriendly
plastic that weighs about ½ lb

and costs a small fortune. Of
course the nationals are not going
to wander in the supplement
section of Costco seeking chia,
that which we use to find in the
seed and grains stores all over the
country at 30 pesos a kilo. We find
the same marketing syndrome,
which is the big distribution
conglomerates
came
into
México, contacted the growers
and bought the national chia
crop in the country for 5 years.
THEN… ship the tiny seed back
to the States, radiate, fumigate
and generally wreak havoc on
the little seeds, rendering them
sexless and infertile. (Of course,
those guys don’t want some rebel
grower to get their hands on some
fertile seeds and start growing
independently!) The end results
being world distribution and the
big companies, transportation,
fossil fuels racking in the profits.
Speaking
of
importing/
exporting foods…
The notion that it’s cheaper
to buy imported junk food in

Bolivia and Peru (Mexico) than
to purchase a pound of healthy
quinoa is a frightening one. In
the U.S., there are numerous
studies showing how eating junk
food contributes to our soaring
obesity rates. As American junk
food spreads to other countries,
with McDonald’s, Burger King
and Pizza Hut, among others,
opening up franchises in Vietnam,
China and Japan, the growing
obesity rates start there too. In El
Salvador, there’s been a dramatic
increase in tooth decay, the result
of an influx of American soft
drinks. Why is it, I ask, that these
countries choose to embrace the
tackiest traits of North America??
NOW A WARNING…?
Should we all cut back on
our consumption of quinoa to
stabilize the market and make
sure it’s available to everyone at a
fair price? Would that solve the
problem? (Fat chance!)
Maybe we should stick to crops
that are locally grown, in our own
dirt… (Hmmm?) Eat local, save
money, support our neighbors
and local farmers... What a novel
thought!
N.B.: We found quinoa growing
here in Mexico, by another name,
called huanzontle. Usually it
is eaten like broccoli, steamed
then treated like stuffed chilies.
Organic Select has been growing
the hearty little plant in Tuito as
an experimental crop. This article
was originally written a few years
ago, but nowadays, you can find
quinoa just about everywhere in
PV – at reasonable prices.
Some of this info was gleaned
from:
www.care2.com/causes hugequinoa-sales-bring-poverty-toperu-bolivia.html
# ixzz2v6TXbjY3

Krystal Frost
For questions and comments - Cell: 322 116-9645,
Email: krystal.frost73@hotmail.com

When we “couple up” or choose
who to partner with, the natural
tendency for most people across
all cultures and ethnicities seems
to be with someone from very
similar
backgrounds,
beliefs,
religions, economic levels, education
levels, etc. Partnering or marrying
someone who grew up in the same
neighborhood, went to the same
university, or works in the same place
you do. We also naturally tend to
choose someone near to our age and
therefore our stage in the life cycle.
However, this is changing. More
and more people are meeting
people from all over their own
country and the world. The world
really has gotten smaller due in a
large part to the internet connecting
us from dating services to business
transactions, to travel and enticing
many of us to move to other
countries for business or pleasure.
Vallarta is an excellent example
of this, attracting foreigners to
move here from all over the States,
Canada, Europe, and Central and
South America.
As we venture out of our familiar
comfort zone and curiously explore
the unknown and unfamiliar, we
realize there is so much that attracts
us because it is different. It’s
only logical that we then become
attracted to people and form
intimate relationships with people
who are very different from us; our
backgrounds, upbringing, culture,
beliefs, approach to life, work
ethic, etc.

Giselle Belanger

RN, LCSW

Have you ever sat and wondered
how and why you chose the
relationship partners you have
over the years? Have the answers
surprised you? Have you figured
out the lessons? Have you grown?
If you consider how many
relationships you’ve been in and
what age you were when you
entered each of them, you will
realize that your experiences
varied accordingly. They most
probably varied from your friends’
experiences as well. How do we
learn and grow in relationships that
we chose?
Age and life cycle influence what
you look for in a partner and what
you hope it will look like. It is most
likely that who you chose then and
who you would choose now are very
different. Another very important
thing to notice that may sound simple
or obvious, but is very challenging,
is that in your late 20’s and early 30’s
the idea is that you will build a life
together, whereas in you late 30’s,
40’s and beyond, your life is already
established and the challenge is how
to jump on in the middle of someone
else’s life path and still maintain

yours. It’s no longer about building
a life together and sometimes it’s
not even about combining interests.
Instead, it’s about learning how to
respect, allow, and encourage each
other’s differences.
It is very challenging to combine
your lives and figure out what
is important to have or not, in
the relationship. Is it okay that
he doesn’t want or enjoy getting
together with your friends, or going
to the movies, or out dancing?
Does it matter that she doesn’t
like sports or won’t watch football
with you? Figuring out what is
important, what you can tolerate,
what doesn’t matter anymore, is
part of the coupling process.
It is even more difficult to come
to terms with something different
than you might have imagined,
realizing that your life could
or more importantly, should be
different than you had imagined
or hoped for, requires that you let
go of expectations!!! Accepting
someone different than you
expected can be frightening and
cause a lot of anxiety. There is
a risk in rejecting them because

you are afraid and there is a risk
in accepting them because some
of your fears may be valid. Often
times the answer is “take the risk”.
There is not one answer for
everyone or a right and wrong
decision or way of approaching a
relationship. What is right for one
is not necessarily right for the other.
Each person’s situation, needs,
desires, personality, relationship
skills, all influence what decision
they should make and partner they
should choose.
Now let’s consider if we choose
certain relationships because of the
lessons we have to learn? How
many times do we repeat similar
situations until we learn the lessons
and move on? Did we meet this
person for a reason? Were they
sent into our lives as a gift to
teach us something or to push us
in a different direction? How long
are we supposed to be with them;
sometimes it’s not meant to last
a lifetime. The biggest question
of all: Are we willing to embrace
the opportunities and lessons of
relationships in order to grow
including all of the joy and all of the
pain, or do we choose to avoid the
relationships or avoid the lessons
they present and continue in our old
patterns?

Giselle Bellanger
RN, LCSW (psychotherapist) is available for
appointments in person, by phone, or by skype webcam.
Contact info: ggbelangerpv@gmail.com
Mex cell: 044 (322) 138-9552 or US cell: (312) 914-5203
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- What does the AMPI Code of
Ethics say about loyalty of a real
estate professional to his local
organization and his colleagues?
- The real estate professional has an
obligation to share his experience and
knowledge with his colleagues. A real
estate professional should not make
comments with respect to business
actions performed by another Real
Estate Professional unless his opinion
is official requested. Such opinion
must be based on truth and not rumor.
- Is there a procedure for resolution
of conflicts between AMPI members?
Yes, there is a commission of
Honor and Justice, which receives
information and makes decisions
using the AMPI guidelines. If a
real estate professional is accused
of unethical practices and does not
accept guilt, he may appeal to the
National Advisory council.
- Can a real estate professional
accept an exclusive listing, which
is currently listed with another
professional? No, the professional
shall respect the term of the exclusive
listing, even if the owner wishes to
change. To change the listing agency
while the property is under this
contract requires the consent of the
listing agent and the owner.
- How do real estate professional
share commissions? The AMPI
members agree in writing to cooperate
with other members in making sales
and distributing commissions earned.
Upon a sale, the AMPI member
representing the buyer must deal with
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professional should demonstrate
integrity to his principal at all times.
When publicizing a property, any
promotion or advertisement must
reflect the true facts, not distortions.

Harriet Murray

“Let a man practice the profession which he best knows.”
- Cicero c. 76 B.C.
the member who has the property
listed.
- What is the agreement among
AMPI members for signage on a
property? There should be one sign
for sale, rent or exchange.
- Is education in real estate a
requirement of an AMPI member?
Yes, it is the basic and primary duty
of every member to obtain special
knowledge of real estate. Therefore,
the professional has an obligation to
be up to date regarding the field of
real estate and changes that could
affect the property, not only locally,
but also nationally. This knowledge
is what gives the agent value in his
chosen field. Included in this, is the
ability to inform his principal about
the fair market value of a property.
- What is one of the most important
responsibilities an AMPI member
has to his client and the public in
general? One of the most important
responsibilities of a professional is
to protect his client and the public

against, fraud, abuse or immoral
practices in the real estate field. If
a member performs such acts, the
person who becomes aware of such
an act, must present proof to the
National Advisory Council.
- Should an AMPI member take
a listing to a property he has never
seen? No, upon accepting a property
to manage or sell, the professional
shall inspect it first in order to avoid
misrepresentation of the property.
- What are three rules an AMPI
member agrees to follow regarding
the truth in his real estate dealings?
- The professional shall not
participate in transactions that for
any reason may damage the interest
of another party to the transaction,
a third party, or another AMPI
member.
The professional shall not make
false statements in deeds or other
public documents; no shall he make
false declarations in the presence of
any legal authority. The real estate

Should an offer be in writing? Yes,
the offer as well as any agreements or
promises in a transaction should be in
writing. The exact agreement should
have all related documents attached
and signed by the interested parties.
- The purpose of AMPI
membership is to bring real estate
professionals together in a private,
non-governmental
organization.
These members agree to provide real
estate services in Mexico through a
voluntary agreement in which they
abide by the AMPI statues and code
of ethics. They additionally agree
to acquire ongoing education and
training, and to promote proper real
estate practices in order to safeguard
the rights of private property.
* AMPI: Asociacion Mexicana
De Profesionales Inmobiliarios
(Mexican Assocation Of Real Estate
Professionals)
This article is based upon legal
opinions, current practices and my
personal experiences in the Puerto
Vallarta-Bahia de Banderas areas.
I recommend that each potential
buyer or seller conduct his own due
diligence and review.

Harriet Murray

Can be contacted at harriet@casasandvillas.com
www.casasandvillas.com

Parachute landings had become
such a standard part of Sunday-at-thebeach that I no longer noticed them.
Like the rumble of the surf, they
existed solely in the background - the
soundtrack to my personal movie:
Twenty Thousand Brain Cells Beneath
the Sea.
But then a rather large young
woman, who was wafting in for a
landing, began to squeal with an
intensity it was impossible to ignore.
And when, after alighting, she
proclaimed with religious fervor,
“That was the greatest experience
of my life!” she got my full blotto
pixilated attention.
“Did you hear that?” I asked Lucy
“What?” Lucy said, her eyes glued
to the Vanity Fair she held languidly
in her lap.
“Never mind.” Grabbing my glass of
Raicilla, I stumbled over to the woman,
from whose crayon-red skin there
seemed to be rising, like steam from a
skillet, the smell of burning bacon.
“Hello,” I said, bumbling to her
side, “I’m a reporter for Mexico Today
and I’d like to interview you.”
“You want to interview me?”
“Absolutely.”
“Why?”
“It’s for my, ‘I Love The Beach’
column.”
“Okay!” she said. “I can relate to
that.”
Once we’d taken seats under a
nearby palapa, I asked her to tell me a
little about herself.
She was twenty-seven years old,
single, a dental hygienist from El
Cerrito, California. In her spare time she
worked as an umpire in a girl’s softball
league. She was good-humored, easy
going and got along with everyone,
which in an indirect way made her job
as a dental hygienist more difficult than
it would have been otherwise.
“You see,” she said, responding
to my mystified expression, “where
I work, everybody hates everybody
else. Except me. There’s three
dentists, a receptionist, a full-time
bookkeeper and two hygienists.
Half the time, somebody’s not even
speaking to somebody else and it’s
always up to me to act as the umpire.”
“You mean, referee.”

Gil Gevins

Regarding me warily now, Becky
asked, “Are you going to use my real
name in the article?”
“I’m not sure. Why do you ask?”
“Well, I was just thinking, I
wouldn’t want anyone back at work to
read what I was saying about them.”
“Not likely,” I said. “Our newspaper
is like a rare and exotic butterfly;
it often requires the assistance of
a native guide just to find a living
specimen.”
“Oh. Then why shouldn’t you use
my real name?”
“I’ll tell you what, Becky: when
we’re done with the interview, I’ll let
you decide. Fair enough?”
“Okay,” Becky said. “But now I’m
thinking, if I’m going to be in the
newspaper, you might as well use my
real name. I mean, who knows when
I’ll get another chance to have my
name in the papers.”
“Makes marvelous sense to me.
Listen, Becky, I’m really intrigued by
what you said when you finished your
parachute ride.” Becky gave me another
suspicious look. “You said, and I quote,
‘That was the greatest experience of my
entire life!’ What I’m wondering is, did
you really mean that?”
“I sure did,” Becky said. “That ride
was definitely the highlight of my
life—up to this point, of course.”
“Why, Becky? Why was it the
highlight of your life?”
“Wow,” Becky said, “now we’re
getting serious.”
“You call this serious?”
“Okay,” she said, struggling to find
the proper words, “it was just so…
so… so awesome!”
“No kidding? Could you be a little
more specific?”
“Well, it’s hard to describe. I mean,
being way up there, with the view and
the wind and the sun. It was just, you
know, so awesome. Aren’t you going
to take notes?”

“No need for notes, Betsy--I’ve got
a mind like a teal strap. Now, what I
really want to know is, what exactly
made that ride so special? I mean,
you’re twenty-seven years old. You
must have had lots of experiences
in your life. At some point you must
have had one that outdid a five minute
parachute ride.”
Becky thought this over for a
moment. “Not really,” she said finally.
“What about the first time you had
sex?” I asked.
“Who says I’ve had sex?” she
replied primly.
“Oh, I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to
imply that…”
“I’m not saying I haven’t had sex,”
Becky said defensively.
“You mean, you don’t remember?
Never mind. Tell me, were you
scared?”
“Well,” she said, “I guess, you
know, it’s nothing to be ashamed
about. Yeah, I was scared. I was afraid
I was going to get pregnant.”
“On the parachute ride?” I cried in
astonishment.
“Are you sure you’re a writer for that
newspaper?” Becky demanded. “This
isn’t just your pick-up technique, is it?”
“No, no, no,” I said. “If I even tried
to pick you up, my chiropractor would
murder me. Also, my wife. She’s right

over there. Hey, Lucy, wave at me or
something!” My wife waved at me, with
her magazine, like she was swatting at
a fly. “See?” I told Becky. “And I am
definitely a writer for a newspaper. At
least, I think it’s a newspaper. It might
be a magazine, actually.”
“What’s your job description then?”
she demanded.
“Honestly, Becky, I can’t remember.
I don’t write for this publication
every single day. I think they call
me a Visiting-Correspondent. Or an
Orbiting-Contributor.
Something
like that.” At a momentary loss, I took
a giant slug of Raicilla.
“Ugh!” Betsy exclaimed. “What’s
that? It smells like turpentine.”
“That’s Raicilla,” I told her,
“and it is indeed one of the most
effective solvents known to mankind.
According to my Primary Care
Physician, it’s already dissolved forty
per cent of my medulla oblongata,
ten percent of my hippocampus and
pretty much my entire liver. It’s also
a fabulous drain-declogger, a terrific
charcoal starter and an effective
disinfectant. I mean, you got a yeast
infection? Forget the medicine. Just
pour a liter of Raicilla all over your…”
Gathering up her things, regarding
me fearfully, Betsy said, “I think my
boat’s leaving.”
And that was the end of the
interview.

Gil Gevins
Is the author of five hilarious books. Signed copies of all
Gil’s books, are available at his wife’s wonderful shop,
LUCY’S CUCU CABAÑA, located at 295 Basilio Badillo.
Or as E-books on Amazon.
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Ongoing Events & More...
Emergency Line: 911

Hospiten

226.2081

222.0923

178-8999 / Emergency: 911
178-8800 / Emergency: 222-1527

In Guadalajara: 01 333 268-2100
Emergency: 01 555 080-2000
Email: conagencypuertov@state.gov

Historical Naval Museum
(right next to Los Arcos Amphitheater) $45. Pesos.
Voladores de Papantla perform @ 6 p.m.
on the Malecon in front of La Bodeguita del Medio.
Tues. to Fri. - 9 & 11 a.m. + 1 & 3 p.m., Sat.: 9 & 11 a.m.
+ 1 p.m. - El Salado Estuary Mangroves Tours,
bilingual guides. Reserve at Cell: (322) 201-7361.
Mondays - 11 a.m. - Mahjongg - at Andale’s - 221-5730
Tuesdays - 9:30 a.m. - Free Malecon Sculpture Tours meet at the Millennium sculpture next to Hotel Rosita
Tuesdays & Thursdays - 9:30 a.m. - Humanitarian Tour of
Corazón de Niña, including brunch. Reserve: 224-9209
Tuesdays & Wednesdays - 10:30 a.m. - IFC Home Tours
leave Sea Monkey restaurant - www.ifctoursforvallarta.com
Wednesdays - 4 p.m. BINGO! - at Nacho Daddy’s
Wednesdays - 8 p.m. - Practilonga! at J&B Dancing Club, Fco. I. Madero 178. Free!
Thursdays - 9:50 a.m. - Cultural Tour of PV Artisans - by steps
of Guadalupe Church - 370 Hidalgo (main square) $300. Pesos
Thursdays - 6 p.m. - Free Malecon Sculpture Tours meet at Galeria Pacifico - 174 Aldama
Fridays - Shabbat Services & dinner.
Info & Reservations: Rabbi@chabadvallarta.com
Fridays, Saturdays & Sundays - 9 a.m. to closing - PETCO
Cats & Dogs Adoption Center - next to La Comer

Thursdays - 6 to 19 p.m. - Marina Market in the Marina
Fridays - 9:30 am - 1:30 pm - Marsol Market - by the pier
Saturdays - 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. - 3 Hens & a Rooster
Market at the Lions’ Club - 280 Fco. Madero
Saturdays - 9 am - 2 pm - Olas Altas Farmers’ Market
at Lazaro Cardenas Park

Saturdays
10:30 a.m.-12 noon - Writers’ Group - at the Boutique
Theatre, upstairs at Nacho Daddy’s
11 a.m.-2 p.m. - AngeliCat & Acopio Pet Adoptions at Plaza Caracol
5 p.m. - Bilingual Mass - at Our Lady of Guadalupe
12 noon to 1 p.m. - Center for Spiritual Living - at the
Cuale Cultural Center on Isla Cuale Rev.CorinaScherer
Sundays - 6 to 7 p.m. - Municipal Band,
7 to 8 p.m. - Danzon Music - Dancing in the main square
SPCA - To find your perfect companion animal rescued by the
SPCA, please contact spcapv@gmail.com

PLEASE leaf through this issue for the many events that
do not appear here ...and JOIN US ON FACEBOOK!
N.B.: All events are subject to change without notice.

For a comprehensive list of most -if not all- charity groups and
non-profit organizations in and around PV, you may want to check out:
ww.puertovallarta.net/fast_facts/non-profit.php
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Solution to crossword on page 43

Solution to Sudoku on page 43

AEROTRON
226-8440
AIR CANADA 01 800 719-2827
AIR TRANSAT 01 800 900-1431
ALASKA
01 800 252-7522
AMERICAN 01 800 904-6000
CONTINENTAL
See United
DELTA
01 800 266-0046
FRONTIER 01 800 432-1359
INTERJET
01 800 011-2345
SUN COUNTRY 01 800 924-6184
UNITED
01 800 864-8331
US AIRWAYS 01 800 428-4322
AEROMEXICO 01 800 021-4000
SOUTHWEST 01 800 435 9792
WESTJET
01 800 514 7288
VOLARIS
01 551 102-8000

9 a.m. – English Services, also Bilingual Services on Sundays at 10:45 a.m.
– at Calvary Chapel (non-denominational) by Hotel Las Palmas
9:30 a.m. – English Worship Service – First Baptist Church,
next to Park Hidalgo
9:30 a.m. - Grace Vineyard Church Bilingual at Westin Resort & Spa
in the PV Marina, 9:30 - English, 10 - Español.
10 a.m. - Traditional Christian communion service – at the
Anglican Church Puerto Vallarta (formerly Christ Church by the sea)
10 a.m. – English Services w/communion, Anglican/Episcopal –
at Christ Church by the Sea – Plaza Genovesa
10 a.m. - Amazing Grace Christian Church - Non-Denominational at Ciao Restaurant, Paseo Cocoteros 35, Nuevo Vallarta.
10:30 a.m. — Non-denominational Contemporary Christian Worship
Paradise Church at Act II

Animal lovers! These are the
Facebook pages of some PV
non-profits that love them too.
animalistas de puerto vallarta
25,000+ friends
PV AnimalAc 1,800+ friends
PV’s Animal Shelter
pv mexico adopt foster and
flight angels 1,400+ members
assists PV’s Animal Shelter
Friends of Puerto Vallarta Animals
8,300+ followers
assists PV’s Animal Shelter
PuRR Project
1,300+ followers
www.purrproject.com
AngeliCat
8,700+ followers
Paraíso Felino
1,400+ followers
Match Dog Com Puerto Vallarta
2,500+ followers
MexPup
7,500+ followers
www.mexpup.com
Colina Spay & Neuter Clinic
1,800+ followers
Peace Animals
6,600+ followers
www.peaceanimals.org
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Last week we covered how the
music we enjoy, evolved from vinyl
records, to 8-tracks, cassettes and
CDs. Well today, while you still
can buy CDs in stores, it’s becoming
harder to find electronic devices to
play those CDs. Even most new
laptops do not have a CD/DVD drive
anymore.
Most music today comes from
online sources, either through
“sharing”, online legal purchases,
or through the multitude of online
streaming services out there now.
Even the pioneering iTunes Store, is
selling less and less actual individual
songs and albums, year after year. In
2019, actually owning music, is not a
priority anymore it seems.
Before iTunes Store music, most of the
online digital music market consisted
of downloads through websites
like Napster and illegal downloads.
Steve Jobs saw the opportunity to
open a digital marketplace for music
with the rising popularity of easily
downloadable tracks. In 2002, Apple
made an agreement with the five major
record labels to offer their content
through iTunes.
The iTunes Store was introduced in
April 2003 and when it opened, it was
the only legal digital catalog of music
to offer songs from all five major
record labels and all songs were a set
price… usually $.99 cents. At first, it
was only available on Mac computers
and the iPod, but was expanded to
Windows devices in October 2003.
iTunes music store became a hit
overnight and passed global CD sales
in 2005. iTunes music passed the 1
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billion songs sold mark, on February
23, 2006. To celebrate this milestone,
Apple’s Steve Jobs called the
customer who was registered as the 1
billionth purchase. He got a call from
Steve Jobs, who delivered the news,
that the sixteen-year-old was getting
ten iPods, an iMac, a $10,000 iTunes
gift certificate, and a scholarship
established in his name at the Juilliard
School of Music.
iTunes music continued to be the
main legal way of getting music online
for years to come, and passed the 35
billion mark of songs sold on May
28, 2014. iTunes Store was reported
to have had a 64% share of the online
music market and a 29% share of all
music sales worldwide, at that time.
iTunes was Apple’s single location
for much of what became a fast
growing services revenue stream.
Quickly, the iTunes Store become the
one stop shop for Music, TV shows,
movies, internet radio, and a few
years, was where we could buy apps
for iPhone and iPad until a separate
App Store was rolled out. It’s hard
to fix something that is bringing in
tens of billions of dollars in revenue
and hefty profits for Apple, even if

the name no longer fits what the store
really offers.
In 2015, Apple Music was rolled
out to slowly replace iTunes. Apple
Music launched on June 30, 2015, in
100 countries. New users receive a
three-month free trial subscription,
which changed to a monthly fee of
$9.99/mo ($99.99US annual discount)
after three months. A family plan
allows six users to share a subscription
at a reduced rate of $14.99. Apple
originally sought to enter the market at
a lower price point for the service, but
the music industry rejected the plan.
By December of 2018, Apple has
now passed the 50 million mark of
monthly paid subscribers and along
with Spotify, are the two main players
in the online music streaming market.
Both have almost the same pricing
structure, and catalogues very similar.
Newly released music tends to come
out on one or the other exclusively for a
short period of time and then is widely
available on all streaming services.
There’s no real reason to bash one
service over the other as most of the
top 5 music streaming services, now
seem to all have a stable platform to
deliver music to their subscribers.

It’s down to a personal preference by
the consumer. If you’re an Apple fan,
you’ll probably go with Apple Music
for your paid music streaming service.
If you’re not an Apple fan, then Spotify,
Google Music, or even Amazon Music
may be your paid streaming music of
choice-all are equally good really.
Of course there are a ton of free
online music streaming services out
there as well, for those that don’t
want to spend $9.99/mo on music. I
personally like Vevo for quality free
videos and music streaming. It’s easy
to use and with just the occasional ad
pushed out to users, it’s a small price
to pay for the free service and gives
decent quality.
One note about Vevo since I last wrote
about it: seems the popular video/music
streaming free streaming company
has decided to drop supporting a
dedicated app for Apple and Android
devices. Instead they have partnered
with YouTube for a new dedicated free
streaming channel. Same customization
by genres and you can create playlists
within Vevo on Youtube.
That’s all my time for now. If
you’d like to download this article
or previous ones, you can do so at
www.RonnieBravo.com and click on
“articles”. See you again next week...
until then, remember: only safe
Internet!

Ronnie Bravo
Can be found at CANMEX Computers.
www.RonnieBravo.com Sales, Repairs, Data
Recovery, Networking, Wi-Fi, hardware upgrades,
Graphic Design, House-calls available. Cellular 044322-157-0688 or just email to Canmex@Gmail.com

Stan Gabruk

Like any other place, Puerto
Vallarta goes though seasonal
changes. Here in March we’re in
the depth of winter at 85 degrees
and suffering. The killing chill is
what tourists feel when they walk
into my shops and discover that
Moby Dick is still here, but not his
Marlin friends. Yes, folks, thing
have gone full pendulum with
water temperatures now a solid 71
degrees and stabilizing. Looks like
we’re settling into a pattern now,
that will be with us for a while.
While this may sound negative,
it’s part of the game. But in reality
it’s a very positive thing as most
tourists aren’t interested in heading
out for 12 hours to find a species
that may not be there.

As I mentioned, most people
walking through my door are
looking for larger fish or fish we
just don’t have. For the most
part, those looking to catch
larger fish are just out of luck.
You can go hit Corbeteña and
find 40 to 60-lb Football Tuna,
jigging for Amber Jacks to 45
lbs., Cubera Snapper to 55 lbs.,
regular Bonito, Jack Crevalle, Skip
Jack Tuna at 7 lbs., with not much
more to think about in this area.
Lightening can strike, but it’s not
likely. For now there really isn’t
much of a reason to head to the
deep water locations of El Banco or
Corbeteña.
The area from El Moro to inside
the bay is alive with massive
amounts of bait. If you’re in the
Guayabitos area, there are Striped
Marlin, but you’re talking about a
forty-mile run north of Punta Mita.
If you’re not willing to make this
run, then you’re better off fishing
in the bay. To be frank, anything
longer than six hours in the bay

(Owner of Master Baiter's Sportfishing & Tackle)

right now is a waste of your fuel
dollars. Yes, there will be some
larger fish boated outside the bay,
the pictures will be posted, but you
won’t be “that guy”, so don’t get
goofy from Facebook b.s.
That leaves us with beautiful bay
fishing, amigos. Yes, we have Jack
Crevalle from 30 to 50 lbs. and
super fun to catch. Bonito to 35 lbs.
and very tasty. Sierra Mackerel to
18 lbs., also great tasting. Snapper
around the rocks and structure. Sea
Bass to 30 lbs. in front of the rivers
as the water temperatures continue
to drop. Snook around the shore
line near the rivers are also great
tasting and available. There have
been a few freak Sailfish in the bay
taking their share of massive bait
balls.
Fishing conditions this week are
much the same as last week. Water
temperatures will not be much of
an impact on fishing for the next
several weeks. Bait is abundant, an
endless list it seems, but Anchovies
and tiny one-inch Sardines look
like swimming rice and they’re
tasty in gulps! Lots of red Krill
squid look like a red tide in some
areas. The bite is also on the earlier
side and will be getting earlier with
the moon phase coming into a full
moon.
Until next week, don’t forget to
kiss Your Fish!

Fishing Party Thursdays have
returned: 8 hours on Magnifico, six
people max, $200 USD / person
on a famous world-class boat.
Contact us for details, or consider
a second alternative, our popular
daily Super Panga option:
Eight hours in a super Panga,
half the boat, each half a max
of two people, $275 USD. We
still run the best fishing deals
in PV! Taking reservations
now. Also, if you’re looking
for Tours, consider us your
supplier, book a boat, tours
and keep it simple.

Stan Gabruk
Web page: www.MasterBaiters.com.mx ,
Local Ph. at: (044) 322 779 7571 or our international
number is: 011 52 322 209-1128, 10 to 9 local time.

www.facebook.com/pages/Master-BaitersSportfishing-Tackle/88817121325
The trade name Master Baiter’s ® Sportfishing
and Tackle is protected under trade mark law
and is the sole property of Stan Gabruk.
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Before more fully discussing this
intriguing character, allow me to
mention a highly similar species
(and, probably what this character is
supposed to be!) – the Mexican Water
Lily. It (Nymphaea Mexicana) is a
species of aquatic plant that is native
to the Southern United States and
Mexico as far south as Michoacán.
Hence, at first, I was of the thought
that this was, indeed, the species
I’d found. Its other common names
include Yellow Waterlily and Banana
Waterlily. However, after scrutiny
and more careful study, I came to the
opinion that my first assumption was,
quite possibly incorrect.
(But, please allow me to digress.
Several years back, a Mexican friend
and I went fishing for Tilapia in a
local marsh near one of the scores of
small Mexican villages called Emilio
Zapata, named after the famous
Mexican Revolution hero. As we
putted along, from our small boat, I
noted [and coveted] several varieties
of aquatic plants. One I took home;
and it did well for several months
in no more than a large glass bowl.
Often I wondered how they would do
in more home-like environs. Voilà!
Upon completion of our cascading
aquatic feature of “Four Forms of
Water” (creeping, crawling, falling
and sleeping) such was available.
So, recently, Jose’ and I returned the
earlier mentioned area. With me on
crocodile watch, he waded in and
collected some specimens for us,
which we then brought to their new
home here in Ola Brisa Gardens.)
So, what species is it, actually?
Extensive perusal of my resource
books (and even, perusal of scholarly
articles and internet aquatic plant
sites) divulged a great deal about
the locally indigenous – and
aforementioned - Mexican Waterlily
(Nymphaea Mexicana). It looks
rather like the one that we “captured”
and brought home, with one rather
major problem – all of my sources
say this species sports yellow flora.
Such as follows is an amalgamated,
yet apt, description of these.
“The Mexican Waterlily is a native
of Mexico and the South Eastern part
of the U.S. It is used, extensively, as
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Tommy Clarkson

(Nymphaea odorata) Family: Nymphaeaceae
Also known as: Fragrant White Water-lily, Fragrant Water-lily,
White Water-lily, Sweet-scented White Water-lily, Sweet-scented
Water-lily or Beaver Root
(Lacking a PhD in tropical botany is sometimes frustrating. This,
acerbated by being only self-taught, has even more drawbacks!
Yet strive to persevere, I endeavor! However, when even my highly
degreed, greatly more experienced and much more knowledgeable
professional pals in this area of expertise are unsure, I sometimes
find myself a bit sleepless at night! Such as this is plant is an
exemplary case of such mental turmoil!)

It seems rather happy in its new
home, below our cascada.

It is said to be most easily recognized
by its radially symmetrical,
attractive flower displaying either
white or pink petals.

an aquatic ornamental, but left to its
own designs has become a common
invader of still or slow-moving
water bodies - particularly so where
nutrients are high. It can spread
vegetatively from stolons into water
over six feet (1.83 meters) deep. It is
an attached aquatic perennial, with
emergent, waxy, elliptical leaves that
can become erect when crowed and
yellow flowers that open during the
day and close at night.”
However, upon further study of these
books, the species which appeared to
It has heart-shaped, rounded leaves. look most like our new resident was

the American Water Lily (Nymphaea
odorata). It is said to be most easily
recognized by its radially symmetrical,
attractive flower displaying either white
or pink petals. These flowers loom
above flat, heart-shaped, glossy green,
floating leaves. The soft and spongy
leafstalk – submerged, underneath,
grows out of large rhizomes. Its quite
attractive flora ranges insize from
nearly three to almost five inches (7.512.5 cm) wide.
These flowers have broad, tapering
petals that narrow toward the
bloom’s center. Its petals are curved
lengthwise and forming what might
be called a slight channel. The flora’s
center has one pistil and is densely
packed with bright yellow stamens.
Its heart-shaped, rounded leaves range
from just under four to over eleven and
three-quarters inches (10-30 cm) wide.
The upper side is water repellant
and glossy green in coloration. The
underside is purplish-red. (Ours,
however, appears more brownish.)
Some sources state that the Nymphaea
odorata is an invasive weed.
The rather substantive – and
“elephant in the room” - problem I
have encountered is that it is said to
be native to the eastern portion of
North American! Did these come
down on vacation and - like us decide to permanently (as much as a
floating plant is able) “Plant Roots in
Mexico?”
“Tis, indeed, a bit of a conundrum!
What’s a stumble bum, ‘wanta’ be
gardener, like me, to do?”

https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_
Review-g150791-d5984161-Reviews-Ola_Brisa_
Gardens-Manzanillo_Pacific_Coast.html

Tommy Clarkson
In Manzanillo, visit Ola Brisa Gardens, Tommy and
Patty’s verdant, multi-terraced tropical paradise
nestled on a hill overlooking the magnificent vista of
Santiago Bay. Leisurely meander its curved, paved
path, experiencing, first hand, a delicious array of
palms, plants and flowers from all over the world.
Or e-mail questions to him at olabrisa@gmail.com
For back issues of “Roots”, gardening tips, tropical
plant book or to schedule a tropical garden lunch,
please visit www.olabrisagardens.com

https://www.facebook.com/
olabrisagardens?ref=hl

Joe Deeney | Will Shortz |

New York Times

Solution on Page 38

The aim of the puzzle is to enter a numerical digit from 1 through 9 in each row,
column and group of squares enclosed by the bold lines (also called a box).
Each box must contain each number only once, starting with various digits
given in some cells (the “givens”). Each row, column, and region must contain
only one instance of each numeral. Completing the puzzle requires patience.
It is recommended as therapy because some studies have suggested they might
improve memory, attention and problem solving while staving off mental decline
and perhaps reducing the risk of Alzheimer’s disease.
Solution on Page 38
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7

(See location number on Central Map)

(See location number on Central Map)

(See location number on Central Map)

3

17

19

(See location number on Central Map)

